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Message from

Phoenix Petroleum Philippines, Inc.
At a time when road transport is a hotly discussed topic across the
country, I am glad that we have been making a positive impact on the lives
of deserving drivers through the Pinoy Tsuper Hero. The program’s fourth
year has been nothing short of inspiring as we have recognized a new
batch of individuals whose leadership, dedication, and hard work made a
mark in their community.

“

Through the Pinoy Tsuper Hero,
we are able to highlight their
perseverance, as well as their
achievements and advocacies.
The program aims to
honor driving as a noble
profession, and it has served
as a great platform to tell the
amazing stories of our heroes
on the road.
Dennis A. Uy

The roads and highways are integral in the development of any society,
hence, our drivers play a vital role in moving us forward. More than just
getting passengers from one point to another, they are enablers who
directly impact millions of Filipinos on a daily basis. They work to serve
not only their family, but also others. Through the Pinoy Tsuper Hero, we
are able to highlight their perseverance, as well as their achievements and
advocacies. The program aims to honor driving as a noble profession, and
it has served as a great platform to tell the amazing stories of our heroes on
the road. I am happy that it continues to recognize exceptional individuals
while inspiring even more Filipino drivers to create change for the better.
Thank you to our partners, ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc., Bayan Academy,
and our growing network of Phoenix dealers--who have been graciously
cooperative, for continuing to bring this shared vision to life. May we touch
more lives and affect more positive change in the communities we serve.
To the outstanding drivers who participated in this year’s run, thank you
and may you continue to serve and work with heart, honor and pride, while
being good examples to your peers. I, along with the Phoenix Petroleum
family, support your noble causes, and will remain as your reliable partner
on the road and beyond.

President and CEO
Phoenix Petroleum Philippines, Inc.
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Message from

ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc.
Started in 2015, Pinoy Tsuper Hero (PTH) has now reached a total of
68,399 drivers from 58 sites nationwide.
The campaign’s major accomplishments include the training of drivers,
to empower them, so that they may be our effective partners in protecting
the pedestrian, the environment and communities all over the Philippines .
This year, we are taking it a notch higher by providing financial literacy
to further empower our winning drivers who will receive Php 100,000
(among other prizes) to implement his pitched community project.

“

We believe in sharing Hope everywhere we go, and now PTH further
promotes its advocacy in changing perception towards the drivers – from
being offenders to defenders. Previous winners are Alberto Abad from
Rizal, Edwin Escamos from Iloilo and, Rey Samonte from Batangas.

We believe in sharing Hope
everywhere we go, and
now PTH further promotes
its advocacy in changing
perception towards the
drivers – from being
offenders to defenders.
Susan B. Afan

Managing Director
ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc.
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PTH has been a very good exercise to show how true Bayanihan
spirit works! Phoenix Petroleum, ABS-CBN Foundation, ABS-CBN Network
Regional and Bayan Academy, collaborated with various local government
and private agencies to provide training and seminars: DENR, Philippine
Red Cross, SSS, PhilHealth, all together have made these 4 years happen
—all of us UNITED to help uplift and raise awareness towards Responsible
Driving & Engaged Citizenship.
We have reached more sites this year gathering over 12,000+ nomination
forms nationwide. These results just further encourages and inspires is to
make this program even bigger and better in the years to come.
Thank you to all our driver participants and partners! It has been our
pride and joy to have been a part of this continuing journey.
Mabuhay ang Pinoy Tsuper Hero!
3

Message from

Bayan Academy
Worsening traffic conditions continue to bring challenges affecting
drivers and commuters alike especially in urban areas. Disagreements and
arguments on the road have become common occurrences. Nowadays, it
takes a lot of effort to remain calm and composed when plying the roads.
These are the virtues and more espoused by the ten model drivers featured
in this book as part of the fourth installment of the Pinoy Tsuper Hero
Program.

“
4

The stories of the ten drivers are meant to be admired and be a source
of inspiration not just for other drivers but for the public in general.
These heroes of the road effectively employ mind, heart and gut not just
in their profession but in everything they do. Their minds actively look
for opportunities during difficult situations. Their hearts are not easily
discouraged. Their strong guts allow them to pursue their dreams with
vigor and confidence.

The stories of the ten drivers are
meant to be admired and be a
source of inspiration not just for
other drivers but for the public
in general. These heroes of the
road effectively employ mind,
heart and gut not just in their
profession but in everything
they do.
Dr. Eduardo A. Morató, Jr.

President and Chairman
Bayan Academy for Social Entrepreneurship and
Human Resource Development, Inc.

Bayan Academy is proud to be an enduring partner in the Pinoy Tsuper
Hero program. The objective of the program deeply resonates with Bayan
Academy’s mission of building the nation from below. Through the Pinoy
Tsuper Hero program, the contribution of those belonging to the grassroots
in terms of building happy, healthy and wealthy communities are given
warranted recognition and appreciation.
We whole heatedly express our gratitude to Phoenix Petroleum and
ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc. for the continued faith and trust. Our robust
partnership will positively generate innovative platforms that create
transformation in the lives of drivers, their families and other stakeholders.
We also sincerely thank the private and government institutions for
their unwavering support and assistance. Their contributions truly made
this program more meaningful and worthwhile.
Congratulations to all the winners and qualifiers. May you continue to
do your good work and create relevant impact in society.
PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4
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O1
By Dominique Marie
Antoinette Manahan

Augusto Pascual

A Visionary Man With A Heart Of Service
PINOY TSUPER HERO, TAGBILARAN, BOHOL

Despite many challenges in his life, Gus never stopped dreaming
and reaching for his life’s ambitions. He always envisioned the good
for himself, his family, and his fellow countrymen – and did his best
to achieve those dreams for the benefit of all.

A YOUNG BUT STRONG LAD
August “Gus” Pascual was born in General Tinio, Nueva Ecija
as the youngest child of five siblings. At a very young age, life had
already thrown its first chllenge at Gus’ family when his parents had
separated. Because of this unfortunate event, Gus had to be taken
cared of by his grandparents who were based in Nueva Ecija while
his mother had to work in Manila. Gus’ grandparents supported his
education until he finished grade 3, then his mother decided that Gus
would live with her in Quezon City.
Gus was very excited to be reunited with his mother after years
of living away from her, and expected that his mother would make
up for the “lost time.” However, that was not exactly what happened.
During the years when Gus and his mom were apart, his mother had
a second chance at forming a new family. Her attention was, then,
divided between Gus and her second family, which Gus got upset
about. Because of the unmet expectations, Gus – the fourth grader
then - chose to run away from home because of the hurt he felt.
He spent his days and nights in bus terminals for almost a month,
and was fed by random passengers and terminal staff who noticed
him. Then, one day, a relative spotted him and immediately reported
6

him to his mother. He was fetched by his mother, and his whole
neighborhood was happy to see him again.
As he finished his fourth grade in Quezon City, Gus spent his
school break with his eldest brother, Gelacio, in a seminary at San
Fernando, Pampanga. Gelacio lived and worked in the printing shop
of the seminary, which was headed by a priest named Fr. Vinancio
Samson. Gus enjoyed his time at the seminary. There was a time
when Fr. Samson asked Gus to sweep the floor of his office, which
Gus gladly and excellently followed. Because Fr. Gus was impressed
at young Gus’ work ethic, he offered to support Gus’ education. After
sharing about the offer to his mother, Gus accepted the offer of Fr.
Samson. From fifth grade until first year college, Gus’ education and
living expenses was fully supported by Fr. Samson. In exchange, Gus
helped in the seminary’s printing shop – from simply assisting when
he was in elementary, to learning how to bind books and gold stamp.
Gus helped out at the shop on the days where he did not have any
classes, or after classes when Fr. Samson went over time. He worked
for the shop until he was a first year college student at Assumption
University.
As he was about to finish his first year of college, Gus started to
yearn for freedom and independence. Though he was grateful for
all that Fr. Samson had given, and the deep relationships formed
throughout his life in Pampanga, Gus wanted to pursue something
else back in Manila and decided to say goodbye to Fr. Samson.
PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4

Gus always envisioned
the good for himself, his
family, and his fellow
countrymen – and did
his best to achieve those
dreams for the benefit of
all.
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but he did not want to depend on his mother or brother. Unfortunately,
due to constantly going on overtime at work, he was not able to finish
his second year of college at JRC.

THE DILEMMA BETWEEN WORK AND EDUCATION
In 1980, Gus had already returned to Manila. His plan, then, was
to continue his studies and work at the same time. When he learned
that the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) had a one-year
apprenticeship program that provided salary, he immediately applied
for it and unexpectedly got into Unilab and became an operator at
the factory. Since he had an ambition to still finish his undergraduate
education, he enrolled at the nearest college which was Jose
Rizal College (JRC). He chose the program Bachelor of Science in
Accountancy because he wanted to fulfill Gelacio’s dream to be a
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), since Gelacio did not pass the
board exam. He stretched himself during this phase of his life – he
worked during the morning, then went to school during the evening.
Gus did not realize how difficult it was to balance work and education,
8

Upon finishing the apprenticeship program with DOLE, Gus
reunited with his eldest brother, Gelacio. This time, they were based
in Leyte because of Gelacio’s work assignment. Gus continued his
ambition to finish his undergraduate studies in Tacloban, where he
studied at the biggest university of the region during that time which
was Divine Word University. Gelacio had supported Gus’ education
throughout until Gus had graduated with a degree in Bachelor of
Science in Commerce major in Accounting. Since Gelacio was still
hopeful about Gus being a CPA, he sent Gus back to Manila to review
for the board exams. Gus, being his determined and active self, went
through the review but also applied for a job at the same time. Being
young and desiring for independence, he decided to find work to have
extra funds for extra curricular activities. Not long after, Doctor’s
Pharmaceutical hired him as a medical representative. But, with
the acceptance of the opportunity came the sacrifice of his review
classes for the CPA board exams. Gelacio was very disappointed at
Gus and said, “Ikaw pa naman huling baraha ko. Hindi ako naging CPA
para masuportahan kita.” (You were my last card. I did not become a
CPA to be able to support you.) However, Gelacio had respected the
decision of Gus to pursue his career as a medical representative.

THE CONSISTENT ACHIEVER
After four years as a medical representative at Doctor’s
Pharmaceutical, he searched for other opportunities where he
thought he would prosper even more. Then, in 1988, he was hired as
a medical representative at Unilab. He accepted the offer because of
a better compensation package and a brand new car.
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His first work assignment was in the province of Cebu. He was with
four other medical representatives, and they had a shared quota. As
with all jobs, being a medical representative had its own challenges.
While Gus performed really well as an individual, there were some
members of the group who did not. This was a burden to Gus. With this
situation, Gus requested to be transfered to Bohol, a “single territory” or
an area that only needed one medical representative. Single territories
were only assigned to medical representatives that had a successful
track record in terms of meeting their quota. In 1989, Gus’ request was
granted, and he relocated with his wife and children to Bohol.
As Gus consistently performed very well as a medical representative
in Bohol province, he had been given an incentive trip by Unilab. Gus
had the privilege to share his reward with his wife, Felicidad, and
enjoyed the all-expense paid trip to Hong Kong. While Gus enjoyed his
work in Bohol for five years, and all the benefits that came with it, he
wanted to relocate his family to Manila and be assigned as a medical
representative to any region in Luzon. This vision for himself and his
family led Gus to request for a relocation from his supervisor then. He
was promised to be assigned anywhere he desired with one condition:
he would stay for one more year in Bohol. Gus accepted the challenge.
When Gus’ sixth year of assignment Bohol was about to end, he
learned that his request to be relocated to Luzon was not granted.
Through the official announcement done at Unilab’s year-end
conference, he learned that he would be assigned in Zamboanga – a
decision which he got upset with and refused to accept since he had
already planned out his family’s future where they would be based in
Manila. But, more than being loyal to his career, Gus chose his loyalty
and commitment for his family. In 1995, Gus had made the biggest
decision of his life to turn down the new assignment and pursue
other opportunities waiting for him in Bohol – and this was where he
started to serve in the transportation sector.
PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4
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A “BIYAHERONG TSUPER” AND BEYOND
As Gus and his family began a new chapter of their lives in Tagbilaran, Bohol, he thought of joining the Bohol Island Operators and Drivers
Multi-Purpose Cooperative (BIODMPC) in April 2012. Gus honestly admitted that he initially joined BIODMPC because he missed traveling, as
his previous career required a lot of that, aside from the other incentives that came with being part of BIODMPC (e.g. only one car was needed
to apply for a tourist transport franchise, compared two three cars minimum as set if applying directly to the Department of Tourism (DOT).
Gus was no ordinary driver. Being in Bohol, one of the Philippines’ top tourist destinations because of the Chocolate Hills, Gus welcomed
his new “assignment” as a tourist driver. He had registered his newly acquired Kia Rio under BIODMPC tourist transport franchise. But, more
than being a driver, he also had to study about the history and highlights of the places where they brought the tourists. The following were the
services offered by the tourist transport cooperative as of October 2019, as accredited by DOT:

BOHOL ISLAND TOUR/SERVICE

RATE (CAR)

RATE (VAN)

1) Airport transfer to/from PANGLAO

Php 400

Php 500

2) Airport transfer to/from CITY HOTELS

Php 600

Php 800

3) Country side tour

Php 3,000

Php 4,000

4) Sagbayan peak tour

Php 3,500

Php 4,500

5) E.A.T. Danao tour

Php 4,000

Php 5,000

6) Panglao tour

Php 2,000

Php 2,500

7) City tour (3 hours maximum)

Php 1,500
Php 1,700
(additional Php250 per hour in excess of 3 hours)

8) Sea tour (dolphin watching)

1 to 4 pax: Php 2,500
5 pax & up: Php 3,500

9) Firefly watching

1 to 5 pax: Php 2,000
8 to 10 pax: Php 2,500

10) One-way trip from Panglao airport to the
desired Bohol town

10

Rates vary depending on the drop-off point
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According to Gus, the best-selling tour was the “Countryside
Tour” since this package includes visiting the Chocolate Hills, the
man-made forest, and seeing tarsiers. This tour package was also
Gus’ personal favorite since it showcased the main icons that
represent Bohol province.
Since there was a high demand for tours in Bohol, Gus had an
average of fours trips a week where he was able to earn about
Php 2,000 per trip. This rate already included fuel cost. He enjoyed
meeting other people who came from all over the world, and with
that came different personalities – from those who were very
pleasing to the less pleasing ones. Aside from gaining better
driving and touring skills, Gus said that the job also helped him
develop his personality and people skills.
Because Gus was sincere in his service and exuded a sense
of leadership, he stood out from the rest of the members (and
leaders) of BIODMPC at that time. His colleagues believed in him
so much that, only within a month upon joining the cooperative, he
was elected as part of the BIODMPC board of directors. However,
Gus did not expect that his colleagues in the board were rooting
for him to serve beyond what he had imagined at that moment.
Then, in May 2012, Gus was successfully voted by the board as
their chairman. Gus was hesitant to accept it at first because of
the various problems which the cooperative already had, but he
was not unwilling. He told the board that as long as they would
fully support his efforts, he would accept the role. For the next six
years, he stood as BIODMPC’s chairman.

PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4
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FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP: BIODMPC’S
SUCCESS STORY
Gus believed that the transportation sector is an important aspect
for a tourism province such as Bohol. Because of this, he prioritized
ensuring that the cooperative members had a tourist franchise for
their vehicles. He personally prepared and processed the franchise
applications himself. He was immediately able to have 21 units
approved, considering the rigidity of DOT’s approval process. This
achievement of Gus had proven to the members that he was serious
about his desire to support them in uplifting their livelihood.
Everything that Gus did as BIODMPC’s chairman was out of
concern and care for the members and the tourists that they would
serve. Aside from tending to the tourist franshise of the members’
vehicles, he also faced one of the deepest problems of BIODMPC
head-on. Upon assuming office as the cooperative’s chairman, Gus
assumed that, based on the existing records then, there was Php
1.3 million in capital build-up funds which was intended to be used
for various investments of the cooperative. However, it came as a
surprise that there was only Php 300,000 left based on an external
audit. After rounds of investigations, it was discovered that there
had been corruption within the orgaization and Gus had immediately
sought legal actions to save the cooperative. This was when the
members had seen that Gus did intend to help them, and that their
respect for him was further strengthened.
During his term as the chairmain, there were a lot of cultural and
financial breakthroughs for BIODMPC:
• Consistent payment of dues by the members;
• Professionalizing the drivers by institutionalizing the use
of uniforms;
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• Disciplinary policies, including personal hygiene 		
requirements;
• Monthly meetings with the members with 60% to 70% 		
attendance rate (beyond the Cooperative Development 		
Authority’s requirement of quarterly meetings within the
cooperative);
• Acquisition of a Toyota Innova unit for the cooperative;
and
• Having Php 3.7 million in assets by December 2018
Gus was well-aware that all these successes was not only brought
about by his own doing, but mainly because of the cooperation and
full support which his co-board members and cooperative members
had given. Because of an honest and effective leadership in BIODMPC,
Gus represented the transport sector and was an active stakeholder
of the provincial tourism program.

PAYING IT FORWARD TO THE PEOPLE AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
While Gus was busy building up the members of BIODMPC and its
members, he did not let their duties as stewards of the environment
come to pass. As a group, they organized mangrove planting in
Panglao area where they were able to plant at least 50 mangroves to
replace those that have been destroyed.
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Tree-planting initiatives in the Panglao
area, near the airport, were also in the
pipeline for the members’ activities in
2019. According to Gus, at least 10 trees
had to be planted for the oxygen produced
by those trees to counter the amount of
carbon dioxide being released by a single
vehicle.
It was also noticed by Gus that one of the best-selling tours of
Bohol called “Countryside Tour” also had its trade-offs. On the way
to Chocolate Hills, tourists and motorists would pass through a
2-kilometer stretch of beautiful man-made mahogany forest. Many
tourists usually ask to have their photographs taken by the side or
in the middle of the road, and habitually throw away water bottles
and other garbage along the road. With this, Gus and members of
BIODMPC proposed to the governor that they would set up segregation
bins along the stretch of the man-made forest as their contribution
to conserving the naturally fresh sight of the tourist spot. The idea
was welcomed by the governor, and was coordinated with the local
government of the province and the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) for further research. This was to ensure
the alignment to international standards of designing segregation
bins to ensure inclusivity not only to Philippine locals but to foreign
tourists as well.

PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4
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LEVELLING-UP THE TRANSPORT SECTOR
ONE STEP AT A TIME
Upon joining Pinoy Tsuper Hero, Gus came with a dream to build
a gas station for the members of BIODMPC. This dream stemmed
from the desire to help the tourist drivers save a few pesos since
the fuel price in Bohol was between Php 3 to Php 4 more than its
neighboring province, Cebu. By putting up a local gasoline station
under the ownership of the cooperative, Gus thought they would be
able to cut the costs and sell the fuel at a cheaper price as compared
to the leading gasoline companies in the province.
In parallel to helping the tourist drivers save, the saved funds of
the drivers could also allow them to afford the modernization efforts
being pushed throughout the country by the Land Transportation
Franchising & Regulatory Board (LTFRB). According to LTFRB
Memorandum Circular No. 2018 – 006, “Guidelines for the Public
Utility Vehicle Modernization Program’s Initial Implementation
pursuant to Department Order No. 2017-11, otherwise known as
the Omnibus Franshising Guidelines,” vehicles would be required to
ensure that they had a GNSS receiver (for navigation via satellites),
free WiFi access, CCTV, automated fare collection system, speed

14
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limiter and dash camera – all of which was imposed for the purpose of providing “a reliable, safe, accessible, environment-friendly,
dependable, efficient and comfortable public road transportation.”

This dream to build a gas station for BIODMPC members may seem like a long shot, but
being the visionary and worker that he is, Gus just kept on building his networks from the local
government unit, government departments, and even organizations such as Bayan Academy
for his dream to come to life. But all the effort would always be for the members and the
greater community of locals and tourists that they serve.

PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4
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O2
By Axel Sy Cao Yao

George Pasicolan

The Hardened Road Veteran
PINOY TSUPER HERO, TUGUEGARAO CITY

Most Filipinos who have had extensive experience in their profession
or trade are often no longer open to change or at the very least, hesitant
to accept new lessons or ideas. While the old saying “you cannot teach
an old dog new tricks” may hold true for more than a handful of those
from the older generation, George Pasicolan, the 52-year old tricycle
driver from one of the Philippines’ agriculture industry-dominated
regions is one of the few exceptions considering his background.
George served as an enlisted personnel of the Philippine Marine
from 1985 until 2007 when he finally retired wanting a more peaceful
life with his family back in their province. He then saved up from his
pension in order to buy his own tricycle which he made his primary
source of income after leaving the military. As he was unable to finish
his formal education due to lack of monetary resources, he looked for
the best income-generating options available.
He ultimately chose driving a tricycle over any other endeavor
as it is the trade which allow him to have more direct control over
his earning potential and because public transportation is a basic
necessity in their area since it is the primary mode of going around
unlike in other cities and municipalities where there are other options
such as buses, jeeps and habal-habal (individual, unregistered and
unregulated motorcycle riders who serve single passengers). He
also notes that since the mode of payment is in cash, he is able to
immediately give it to his family to spend for their needs unlike in
other kinds of trade where there are loans or borrowing involved.
16

Working as a tricycle driver and without the security that comes
with having a regular salary, he learned how to save money. He only
spends for the most important necessities knowing that his means
of livelihood may not be as lucrative as before because the number of
tricycles plying the same route he serves has increased as compared
to when he was just starting.
Although he was and continues to receive a considerable amount of
money from his pension, George chose to ply the routes of Tuguegarao
as all of his children are already in college and have yet to complete their
studies. Two of them are taking up Criminology seemingly planning
to follow in their father’s footsteps in serving the country as military
personnel, while the other two are taking up Information Technology
and Electrical Engineering respectively. Clearly, George puts a heavy
premium on receiving good education for the sole purpose that his
children will have a better life once they get to graduate.
Considering that his wife is earning a meager salary from her job as
barangay’s treasurer, a position she has held since 2002, it has fallen
on George to find other regular sources of income. Through their joint
efforts, they have been able to pay off their house instead of having
to pay rent.
Despite having many years of leadership and driving experience
under his belt, he continues to strive to learn more as to how he can
improve not only his own skills but the entire profession as well.
PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4

Despite having many years
of leadership and driving
experience under his belt,
George continues to strive to
learn more as to how he can
improve not only his own
skills but the entire profession
as well.
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LEADING BY EXAMPLE
As with any other organization, a group’s success depends on the
strength and skill of its leaders. With his long service in the military,
George has been able to translate the discipline, responsibility and
steadfastness of soldiers to those under him. As president of their
tricycle drivers and operators’ association (TODA) in Calanggaman
Viejo, his main goal is to be able to provide long-term stability to all
their members.
Their TODA has agreed to give their president a three year term
and George is nearing the end of his first year in November. Given that
he still has two more years left as president, he is aware that projects
and other initiatives will not have any issues regarding continuity
in implementation and with around 400 members, he has enough
manpower to bring any future programs into fruition.
Being a pensioner receiver himself, he aims to establish programs
that would give benefits to their TODA’s driver members at least at
par with what regular employees receive such as accident and life
insurance, medical and hospital benefits among others which they
may deem important but also achievable.
He has started a new program last August 2019 where he was
able to procure a donation worth Php 20,000 from a private donor.
He immediately pitched the idea of investing the money to his TODA
members to which they unanimously agreed. He secured a deal with
a local palay supplier and their TODA put up their own buy-and-sell
business as a community livelihood project. The money earned from
this business is pooled into an account dedicated specifically to be
used as funding for their members in need.

18
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George has also continued to look for new suppliers who can
provide cheaper prices such as the National Food Authority (NFA)
to further increase their margins. However, he has not been able to
find one who can offer the same or better quality than what they are
getting at the moment.
As an active driver himself, he makes it a point to always go the
extra mile especially in terms of his service to his passengers in the
hopes that his colleagues will follow in his footsteps.
Philippine roads are filled with negative stories of drivers of
different public utility vehicles who fail to make a complete stop to
allow passengers to properly alight, as well as “cutting trips” where
the passengers are dropped off before their supposed destinations
for various unjust and unfair reasons given by the drivers, and failure
to give the proper discounts mandated by law. George on the other
hand makes sure that he or their driver-members do not commit the
aforementioned mistakes by some drivers. He drops off all of his
passengers in their agreed destination even if these are nowhere near
the main roads. He also makes an effort to help the elderly and those
who have heavy baggage during their trips acting as if he was their
personal chauffeur.
George further ensures that the proper fares are implemented
and collected accordingly; senior citizens, persons-with-disabilities,
and students are given discounts due them. He also does not collect
fares from indigent passengers especially at night and when he is
already on his last trip and on his way home. He maintains that as
these are mandated by law, these should be respected and adhered
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to by all drivers even if doing so means earning less. The measure of
one’s success is not by the amount that one earns but by the way one
performs his role in society; that as long as a driver is honest above
all things, then he has already won half of the battle. The other half is
to perform his service to the people in the best, and in the particular
case of drivers, the safest ways possible.
Through his personal experience of driving his relative’s tricycle,
George knows how difficult it is for a full-time driver to actually save
enough from his earnings as the vehicle’s owner gets a significant
amount from the daily earnings because of the boundary system that
is commonly practiced here in the Philippines. He knows that owning
the vehicle that a driver uses everyday for a living will serve as a better
and more regular income generator compared to any other possible
scenario be it boundary, commission or a fixed salary scheme.

As the undisputed leader of his TODA, he
conducts regular consultations and pep talks with
their members either to give them advice or to
help alleviate any personal and material problems
to the best of his abilities and available resources.
By knowing and hearing the qualms, problems
and apprehensions of their members directly, he
is able to resolve them better and correctly.
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One instance that George highlights was the time when he
exhausted all avenues to aid one of their members to file the
appropriate legal actions when they became victims of a hit-and-run
affecting not only their member-driver but the four other passengers
who were injured from the said incident.
Further, he plans to implement the collection of a membership fee
of around Php 20, a reasonable amount, which will be saved in the
event that a member needs emergency funds especially in cases of
death or sickness.

current way of life is not meant to enforce a complete replication of
military structure and standards, he uses it as a template to guide
him in his actions.
The most immediate and concrete example of the positive effects
of his leadership methods can be seen in three of his children who
also drive a tricycle during their free time. George proudly recalls
how his sons have learned to copy his driving principles.

FINDING HOPE AND SETTINGS ASIDE LIMITATIONS

George also expressed the concern over their TODA’s lack of a
permanent designated terminal. In order to resolve this long standing
problem, he has already started looking for a viable area that can
be rented out to build a terminal that no longer uses makeshift and
temporary materials.

With driving being George’s primary source of income, he
concedes that a significant part of his pension has already been
used up as the monthly amortizations of another tricycle unit that
he recently acquired which he hopes to proportionally increase his
family’s daily earnings.

In his practice of his own profession, George makes it a point to
wake up earlier than usual to allow him to leave their house by six
in the morning to allow him to bring his children to school as much
as possible. Always erring on the side of precaution, he always
ensures that his tricycle is running well within the prescribed speed
limits.

He is also planning to save up additional funds to put up a sarisari store that also sells rice grains which will be owned and managed
by his family so that they may be able to contribute to their family’s
expenses without having to leave their home. Although his plan is not
in any way novel or innovative, George stands out for being able to
consider an opportunity through a service that is currently lacking in
their area; nobody in their immediate area sells rice, which is a staple
food of every Filipino, thus their community still needs to travel just
to be able to purchase what can be considered a basic necessity here
in the Philippines. When he is able to establish this venture, he plans
to keep prices as low as possible to the point that he is considering
not profiting at all in order to help out his community even in the
smallest way possible.

He attributes his increased awareness and instincts every time
he drives as well as his predisposition to respect passengers’ rights
to his time in the army. The same can be said regarding his plans
and initiatives for their TODA as he has been able to personally
experience the advantages of being able to provide sufficient
benefits to every individual when he was in the military. While his
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His only, but also biggest, obstacle right now is the lack of
sufficient funds to start his different entrepreneurial endeavors. His
plans are concrete, however, the financial limitations are still too
much to overcome the moment.
Similarly, he his pushing for the discussion and planning of
possible livelihood projects for and exclusive to his co-members in
their TODA to share his optimism toward finding better economic
prospects and earning opportunities. While the income that can be
derived from driving their tricycles can be best described as steady,
growth can be limited since they are confined to the designated
area of their TODA. Without any other economic developments, their
client-base will remain the same. Despite not having an extensive list
of action plans to implement, George has taken small steps in the
right direction and now that he is in a good position to put changes
into place, the outlook for their group has become more positive and
brighter than ever.
He has also been considering running for a public office to help
further his cause. While he previously deferred from running as a
barangay kagawad, he just might run in the near future as the primary
consideration for him backing out was that there could be possible
issues or conflict of interest because of the position that his wife held
as treasurer.
Likewise, he has been able to use his military training and
reputation to help ensure peace amongst his colleagues and with
other members of their community. Being a respected senior member
of their area, he has been able to resolve even petty quarrels by acting
as the mediator even before these issues escalate and cannot be
resolve anymore.
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As his reputation within their community
already precedes him, George is able to give aid
and assistance to his fellow drivers and TODA
members since he is already familiar with the
processes and even the still-existing red tape that
need to be hurdled to resolve anomalies and issues
that any individual who comes to him for help may
encounter.
Their TODA’s members are well aware of his stand in doing all
transactions correctly and lawfully. George takes prides in being
familiar in all of the steps that need to be taken such as going to
the correct government offices, getting and accomplishing the proper
registration forms, and going through barangay conciliations when
resolving small misunderstandings or when reporting any other
anomalies or issues within their area. He constantly discourages
his members to engage in “under-the-table” transactions as much
as possible in order to stop the long-time practice of impunity and
lawlessness in their place.
He has also been able to regularly help both drivers and
passengers get the necessary documents in times when accidents
or any other untoward incidents occur within his immediate
jurisdiction. George highlights this as there have been numerous
cases and instances of hit-and-run in their area. He notes that for
a person who gets hurt is entitled to getting the justice he or she
deserves. Thus while this role that he plays is no longer part of
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A STEADY APPROACH
his personal responsibilities both as a driver and TODA president,
George makes sure that he does whatever he can do despite the
lack of resources to help those who are in need. By always lending
a helping hand, he assures those around him that they will always
have someone who will back them up and guide them along the
way.
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With his many years of service in the military, George’s moves
and actions may not be as grand or glamorous as others would
like it to be but rather, his plans are geared toward addressing the
most basic necessities of his colleagues and constituents. These
conservative yet calculated and well-thought-off initiatives if
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For all the things that he has done, George remains quiet
and low-key despite all of the recognition and accolades that
he has earned through the years and also most rightfully
deserves.

supported and hopefully replicated, will serve as templates for longterm and sustainable efforts that will be beneficial not only for driving
professionals but even to other professions as well.
By not rushing despite his already advanced age, George ensures
that all the things that he does are done properly and thus not wasting
any time, effort and resources in the long run. His methods may not
be flashy, but it can be assured that he will get the job done and he
will get it done correctly, legally and fairly.
For all the things that he has done, George remains quiet and lowkey despite all of the recognition and accolades that he has earned
through the years and also most rightfully deserves.
While he acknowledges that his community livelihood project of
buying and selling rice to their community is relatively new, he knows
that he still has two more years where he can use his position as
president to be able to gather enough funds to hopefully give their
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members all of the necessary benefits that they deserve. He does
not want to be limited to simply giving dole outs of cash when their
members asks for help from their organization. They have been able
to fund a handful of their members in need but he knows that if
they push through and take care of their investment, they can slowly
but surely grow it in order to reach their ultimate goal of being able
to provide regular benefits to their members. George is aware that
he does not need to rush since it is a business where all of their
members are involved and to which many are relying and looking
forward to. He studies all factors involved such as quality, transport
costs, and packaging among others to ensure that they will not fail.
By treating it as if it is his own business, while it may take longer to
realize significant returns, he ensures its stability until even after his
term as TODA president ends.
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Ronnel never forgets to
start his day with a prayer
to thank God for all of the
blessings and to ask for
help and protection as he
drives his tricycle around
town.
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By Axel Sy Cao Yao

Ronnel Historia

Coming Back and Giving Back
PINOY TSUPER HERO, TUGUEGARAO CITY

Working abroad has always been one of the most lucrative options
available to many Filipinos. Nevertheless, there will always be a time
when an individual will have to weigh his options and make a decision
as to which aspects of his life should be prioritized or are of greater
importance in the long run.
Ronnel Historia was a civil engineering student and was planning
to find better work opportunities in another country once he
graduates but unfortunately, he was not able to finish his studies.
As luck would have it, he was still able to find several well-paying
jobs as he came across multiple opportunities during his stay in the
Middle East.
He first went to the middle east in 1994 making several stops in
different countries such as Kuwait, Saudi, Dubai and Algeria. As welltravelled as he is, he chose to improve himself vertically as a storekeeper, his first job in Kuwait, instead of trying out different unrelated
jobs wherein he would need to learn and practice different skillsets
every time he changes his career path. Through sheer determination
and willingness to learn, he got promoted as a head store keeper in
Dubai from 2006 to 2007.
When he was able to save a small amount, he he used the money to
purchase two tricycles to be used as public transportation. He chose
to invest in tricycles as he considers it as a very viable trade since
there will always be passengers to serve and transport as compared
to putting up a store or a small eatery or restaurant which is very
competitive and sales are not consistent.
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However, one was wrecked by a relative while he was still abroad.
Incensed by what happened to his investment, he went home and
drove the remaining tricycle which became his primary source of
income until he received an offer to work in Algeria in 2011 that was
just too good to be passed up. He again started as a lowly storekeeper eventually being promoted to become the store’s supervisor
because of his work ethic and proficiency.
However, one supervening event eventually convinced him to
return to the Philippines and to finally stay for good.
One of his children contracted dengue fever. Most of his wife’s
savings from his remittances were wiped out by the medical expenses
incurred since his child almost did not survive the ordeal. They had
to confine him to a hospital for several days, buy different medicines
and subject the child to various treatments and medical check-ups.

“Hayaan nang magkautang basta buhay ang anak ko.” (I do not
mind being in debt for so long as my child is alive.)
He went back to the country and exhausted all possible means just
to save his child. After this incident, he decided that it was time for
him to finally settle back here so that he will be around to immediately
attend to his family’s needs at all times. He was confident at that time
that with his work ethic, he would be able to provide for his family’s
needs even if he gave up his work abroad.
With his extensive experience as a store-keeper, Ronnel learned
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the value of being organized and the skill of multi-tasking as he was
assigned to perform other tasks that were no longer connected to his
primary job description; personal tasks and errands of his bosses.
Those learning experiences prove to be invaluable as he is able to
apply them to how he conducts his personal life right now.
Through it all, he has learned to wear many different hats without
spreading himself too thin allowing him to perform his different
roles as a father, husband, driver, organization president and
entrepreneur.

FAMILY LIFE AND A LIFE OF HIS OWN
Together with his wife Rosalia, the couple now has five children but
it is Ronnel who is left with the challenging task of taking care of them
while simultaneously working at the same time since his wife has
also been working as a domestic helper abroad for four years now.
He recalls that since his wife was immediately hired in Hong Kong
through the help of his wife’s sibling who is also working there as a
domestic helper, he had to constantly assure his wife and children
that their separation will be temporary and that it needs to be done
for their benefit. Since they are a tightly-knit family, the adjustment
period did not take a heavy toll on them as they all understood their
roles despite the difficulty caused by the distance between them.
On days when his tricycle cannot move around because of the
number coding scheme implemented in their area, he does household
chores such as washing their clothes and cleaning their house among
other tasks instead of resting or doing nothing the entire day.
Ronnel emphasizes that just like what parents aim to do, he is able
to consistently provide for the needs of his family and ultimately, his
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children since all of the work that he does are geared toward earning
sufficiently for their benefit.
Admittedly, they have been exerting more effort as of late as the
expenses have started to rise along with their children’s progression
to higher school levels. By God’s graces, they have been able to
surpass the hardships that they have so far encountered along the
way.
To further increase the chances of his children being able to
graduate, Ronnel personally drives them to school to ensure that they
attend their classes. He also uses it as a way to spend more time with
his children since after that, he will be out and about driving other
passengers around.
Nevertheless, he rarely interferes with his children’s school work.
He allows them to learn and work on their own unlike other children
who let their parents answer their school assignments. Ronnel
believes that he is teaching his children valuable lessons such as
responsibility and independence by doing so. He only helps them
when they come to him for assistance or guidance with their work.

THE PRESIDENT, IDEAL DRIVER, AND SAFETY ADVOCATE
As the top officer of his 150-strong tricycle operator and driver
association (TODA), his approach is more personal and direct
instead of trying to sit on top of a perch and distancing himself
from his co-drivers. Ronnel assures that the trust reposed upon
him stems from the fact that he has not changed. He does not
act as if he is superior to any of his constituents. He treats each
and every member equally and with respect as if they are his own
family.
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Ronnel pays special attention to his colleagues who are driving
under a boundary scheme since they usually earn a lot less, giving
them advice on how to use their earnings wisely and how they can
be more prudent with their expenses. He can relate to them since
he himself does not earn much from driving but instead finds other
opportunities to increase his income.

that they can rent out to put up a new terminal. Ronnel promises
that he will be doing everything he can to find alternative sites that
will charge a more reasonable rental rate that their TODA can afford
considering their meager earnings and contributions.

He also does not fail to remind the members of their TODA to
always follow traffic rules and regulations, and not to park anywhere
they please as they will be obstructing both vehicle traffic and
pedestrians. He maintains this stand even after President Duterte
ordered the nationwide road-clearing operations resulting in their old
terminal being demolished.

In the meantime, however, drivers of their TODA continue to face
a dilemma between being able to transport passengers easily and
more efficiently or risk being caught and charged for different road
obstruction violations. During these times, Ronnel tries his best to
always accompany his co-drivers who get ticketed to ensure that
none of their rights are violated and that they do not get abused or
subjected to any red tape or “kotong”.

More than a handful of their members have already been ticketed
for illegal parking violations as they have yet to find a viable area

In spite of being less financially privileged in life, he prides in
the fact that their TODA has been awarded as an association of
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honest individuals and drivers. This collective recognition of their
organization is a commendable achievement which shows that his
good leadership bore fruit --- something that all of their members
can and should be proud of. They have gained a reputation where
personal belongings and money left by their TODA’s passengers
are returned intact everytime. There has been no report of theft or
missing belongings as long as it is their driver-members that are
involved.
The recognition for their honesty stems from their program where
Ronnel regularly talks to his members reminding them of their civic
and moral duty to return not only lost items found in their tricycles but
also to give the correct change as well as to charge the proper fares
at all times. Slowly, their reputation for honesty has spread to the
public. Fortunately for Ronnel, his members have been adhering to
maintaining their status as trustworthy members of the community.
As president, Ronnel also spearheaded activities where the TODA
members participated in weekly barangay every Saturday. They also
engaged in tree-planting activities as part of their drive to show the
people that tricycle drivers can do so much more to contribute to the
general welfare of the public.

As president, Ronnel also spearheaded
activities where the TODA members,
together with their barangay officials,
participated in weekly barangay cleanup
drives every Saturday.
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Part of his upcoming projects include conducting seminar for
all TODAs in their municipality where updates and re-training on
traffic conduct, safety, and rules and regulations will be given to the
members to ensure that they will continue to be law-abiding service
providers. Also considering that tricycles are prohibited from plying
national roads, he is currently liaising with their local government to
pass new ordinances where alternate routes and lanes will be created
as tricycles are the primary mode of transporation in their area.
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Another initiative agreed upon by their TODA is to be more proactive especially in times of
accidents or general public need where they need to bring an injured individual to the nearest
hospital or clinic to get proper medical attention. They also offer their transportation services for
free if a member of their community requests for their help for funerals and other cases of death.
They also have an existing program for their members where they give immediate monetary
aid to those experiencing difficulties in covering medical expenses either for themselves or their
family members. These are the other small ways that their organization gives back to the public
which were implemented when he became TODA President in 2018 as part of their communityrelation-building efforts.
Through his hands-on leadership style, he has not encountered
any major issues amongst the TODA’s members, except for a
handful of personal problems that are brought before him seeking
for advice and guidance. The TODA’s driver-members have no
derogatory records within their community and everyone is friends
with one another.
Regarding his personal rituals and practices, he never forgets to
start his day with a prayer to thank God for all of the blessings and
to ask for help and protection as he drives his tricycle around town.

“Dapat defensive ka. Defensive driving ka talaga. Dapat alisto sa
lahat ng sasakyan.” (I do not mind being in debt for so long as my
child is alive.)
Ronnel also breeds and sells Texas gamecocks upon learning that
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it offers a lucrative opportunity from different people within their
community. His activities are straightforward as he simply breeds
and raises these cocks until they are mature enough to be sold to
the cockfighting market in their area and nearby towns. The money
that he uses for the expenses in this venture also comes from the
earnings received from the sales and he re-invests it, saving any
profit that he may receive in the process.
Even if these entrepreneurial activities are not operated using
formal and scientific approaches, Ronnel has yet to lose from
either investment as he has followed the advice of those who have
been in this kind of business for some time. His trust has paid off
and that he acknowledges while the current growing and breeding
methods that he implements have been sufficient, there is still room
for improvement and the availability and accessibility of any related
training will be a welcome development.
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Aside from his small investment in raising and breeding
gamecocks, he also works as a car painter on the side where he
earns around Php 1,800.00 for each panel that he works on. He
learned how to do paintjobs from one of his friends who used
to work for a prestigious luxury car company in the Middle East.
Ronnel started out as an assistant but he eventually worked on his
own when he felt that he had enough experience and training from
his “mentor”. However, he tries his best to limit his activities in this
particular trade since he lacks the proper safety equipment and he
is afraid that the toxic fumes which he inhales every time he works
will cause problems to his health later on in life.
Aside from his existing business ventures, Ronnel also plans to
put up a dressmaking shop for his wife so that he can convince
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her to stop working abroad and stay in the country for good. His
wife knows how to sew clothes and other textile products. He
acknowledges that adding another income-generating venture that
his wife is familiar with is necessary to secure his family’s future.
If he succeeds with this plan, then his wife Rosalia can spend more
time with their children to make up for the lost time while she was
working abroad, while still being productive and able to contribute
monetarily to their family’s income.

FINDING THE RIGHT DIRECTION
When Ronnel returned to the Philippines, there was no assurance
of what his future holds for him being a long-time overseas storekeeper. While he was earning good money, he was still not clear about
his definite purpose and direction. Now, he is right in the middle of a
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well-rounded, well-lived life where he is able to provide for his family,
inspire and guide his colleagues, and push for advocacies within his
immediate community as a leader.
Since he still has unfinished business such as his children’s
education and his TODA and community advocacies, Ronnel will
continue to push forward, do everything that he possibly can and use
all of his available resources in order to attain his goals.
As all that he does already have specific beneficiaries in mind, he
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knows that he will not be distracted from what he needs to do. The
good that he has done abroad is now being enjoyed by everyone
around him here in the Philippines and ultimately, those in his
immediate community in Tugegarao.
By being able to identify who needs his help, he is able to find ways
to extend his assistance effectively. Much like when he chose to
follow a singular career path abroad, every single endeavor he does is
targeted. Thus his approach, plans and actions are improved further
and can be considered sustainable and realistic.
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Manuel is the epitome of
hard work and responsibility.
Carrying in his heart
and mind the values of
humility, respect, and love
for community, he serves as
an inspiration to everyone,
including his peers.
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By Leandro Jose G. Abiog, Jr.

Manuel Racoma

Community Leader and Public Servant
PINOY TSUPER HERO, ILOCOS SUR

FAMILY MAN
A father who takes care of his family is nothing short of a hero.
Manuel Racoma is a tricycle driver, a husband, and loving father to
his children.
Manuel did not raise his family. Together with his loving wife Maura,
they have been tirelessly striving to provide for their family. Manuel
and Maura have been married for 29 years. They have four children.
While he earns an income below minimum wage, he strives to make
ends meet by being resilient and resourceful. Maura manages their
sari-sari store while Manuel works both as a tricycle driver and a
tenant of farm land.
Through the couple’s hard work, they were able to pay for their
children’s education. Three of his children have since graduated from
college while his youngest child is still in the 12th grade. One of his
children is currently in Medical School while two are working -- one
as an accountant and the other a teacher. Both graduated from the
University of Northern Philippines. His children are his pride and joy,
and inspiration for him to do better.
Manuel has worked several jobs in order to give his children
the life he never had when he was younger, without indignation or
resentment. Prior to being a tricycle driver in 2012, he worked as a
factory worker and a farmer at the same time. Using the savings he
had earned through his honest work, he was able to build a home on
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the land he inherited from his late parents.
Without forgetting the responsibility instilled in him as a child, he
continues to support his adult without any resentment or hesitation.
This is on top of supporting four children, and his wife. During the
harvest season, he never forgets his siblings. He shares the palay
he had tilled and harvested with his own hands to his siblings. Also,
when he has the opportunity, he sets aside some money to give to
his siblings, including his older brother, Junior, a Kuya that he looks
up to.
Manuel Racoma has nothing but love for his family and not once
did he put himself before them. Through his grit and perseverance, he
allowed his family to live a life he did not have when he was younger.
He is a tricycle driver, an entrepreneur, and a farmer but most of all,
he is a family man.

AGAINST ADVERSITY
When Manuel was only 14 years old, his father died. Due to this
misfortune, he was forced to start working at an early age, juggling
school and work simultaneously. After his father passed away, his
mother had to be the breadwinner of the family. A young Manuel took
it upon himself to help his mother support their family. It was difficult
to balance all these responsibilities, while still lacking the means
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to continue schooling. But still, the young Manuel strived and was
driven to finish his schooling to make his family proud. He was able
to graduate high school on time.
He first started working as a kalesa driver and then moved on to
work as a factory worker. There was even a time when he raised pigs
on their farm which he slaughtered later on to be sold at their local
market. He moved from one job to the next since opportunities for
work did not come easy for high school graduates like himself.
In 2012, the factory where he worked was shut down and Manuel
made the best decision he could for the sake of his family; he bought
and started operating his own tricycle. He chose to become a tricycle
driver because he wanted a job that will allow him to know more
people in his barangay. He also knew that as a high school graduate
his choices were limited because he will not get a white-collar job.
Although he has not been a tsuper for a long time, he saw the silver
lining in what he was doing. Being a tricycle driver, admittedly, is a
grueling and arduous occupation, but still, finds joy in driving simply
because he knows that he is doing it for his family.
Manuel and his wife own a sari-sari store in the province as their
secondary source of income. sari-sari store in the province. Maura
manages the store while Manuel goes to work. Manuel and Maura’s
dream is to expand their sari-sari store in order to earn more to support
their relatives who are less fortunate than them.

PINOY TSUPER HERO MATERIAL
Currently, being a tricycle driver is Manuel’s main source of livelihood.
Manuel is diligent, humble, and respectful. He continues to value and
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respect the law by abiding by traffic rules and regulations to ensure the
safety of his passengers. Manuel knows that his passengers’ safety is
paramount thus he is obliged to exercise extraordinary diligence. As
a common means of transportation, driving a tricycle is imbued with
public interest as such he is responsible for their safe transport within
the barangay. Safety is his top priority when it comes to his driving. To
further his knowledge on road safety and defensive driving, he regularly
attends seminars conducted by the local government.
His work as a tsuper is not limited to transporting his passengers
from one destination to the next but Manuel makes sure that every
passenger feels safe. He tries his best not to be involved in road
accidents as a result of being greedy and wanting to have more
passengers. For Manuel, his passenger’s safety is more important
than earning more income.
He starts work as early as six in the morning and ends by five in
the afternoon. During weekdays, majority of Manuel’s passengers are
students in the barangay. Being exhausted and tired from working on
an 11-hour work shift, he continues to smile and see the bright side
to everything.
As a tsuper, Manuel believes that it is important to persevere and
be resilient since it is his primary source of livelihood. For him, it is
important to have empathy towards his passengers to be able to
build genuine relationships with them. He engages in conversations
with his passengers and makes them feel comfortable while bringing
them to their destinations. Driving is more than just a job for him. To
him, this work is also a means to connect with other people. Building
genuine relationships with his passengers, has since sustained him
to continue working with a smile on his face. He believes that work
accomplished with joy and diligence is not work at all.
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COMMUNITY LEADER AND PUBLIC SERVANT
Apart from providing for his family, Manuel also strives to serve his
community. He is highly respected and well-loved in his community.
Working as an entrepreneur, farmer, and tricycle driver, Manuel is also
engaged in community work. He serves as the barangay kagawad of
Barangay Ora West in Bantay, Ilocos Sur.
Since Manuel has been barangay kagawad he has helped build
waiting sheds and legislated ordinances to help better his community.
The waiting sheds that he helped build is for the benefit of the
members of his community. They serve as shelters for passengers
especially during the rainy season. These sheds also served as
strategic pick-up points for public transportation which has also
benefited his fellow tsupers. On the other hand, the ordinances he has
introduced include setting a curfew for drinking alcohol for minors, as
well as a curfew for the older folks.

Manuel always sought to make the life of his
community better and always strived to do
what was best for the people. He always had
the best interest of his people at heart. Now,
he continues to gaijn the love and trust of
Barangay Ora West.
Currently, he also serves as the President of the Farmer’s
Association of Barangay Ora West. He was tasked to ensure that
the farm equipment and tools are well-maintained, and he does so
diligently. One of his advocacies as president of the association is
to give full support to the clean and green program of the barangay.
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Further, as association president, he is also in charge of fixing the
schedule for farm equipment use, as well as raising the funds to buy
more equipment. The equipment owned by the association may be lent
for use by the members of the Farmer’s Association of the barangay.
It may seem that Manuel has so much time on his hands because
of all his responsibilities in his barangay. His ultimate secret is his
upbringing. Manuel can do all these things because he trained himself
to manage his time efficiently after his father died and learned how to
balance his responsibilities as a working student.
Manuel chose all these advocacies apart from being a tsuper
because of his desire to serve the people of Barangay Ora West. He
knows that his community, his family, and himself will benefit from
the service he renders.
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OPERATION TAHUB
With the community’s best interest always in mind,, Manuel took
it upon himself to lead the program called “Operation Tahub.” It is
is a fact that during rainy seasons, dengue rears its ugly head on
unsuspecting victims, wreaking havoc. Aware of this fact, Manuel
wanted to avoid an outbreak in his community. He, along with local
health workers would clean tires, bottles, and other places where
mosquitoes lay their eggs.
It is a simple solution to a problem that has tragic consequences,
The program that Manuel led has been effective; their community
has not had a dengue outbreak. Their entire community is safe and
dengue-free because of Manuel’s efforts. This program saved a lot of
children kept parents from worrying about taking care and nursing
kids who have been bitten by dengue-carrying mosquitoes.

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY
Manuel does not only work hard for his family and his community
but he is also helping out the environment in his own little ways.
Manuel is a man who walks the talk. Manuel practices what he
preaches. For example, he makes sure that his own backyard is
clean. He does not burn garbage or plastic produced by his family,
because he knows that this practice is harmful to the environment.

He actively pursues this advocacy by
being active in the agricultural sector of his
community. He plants different trees, such as
mahogany and narra. He does this with the
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environment in mind, hoping for a brighter
future for his children.
Manuel is very much aware of the long-term effects of pollution in
the environment. That is why he strives, no matter how insignificant
it may seem, to continue practicing what he preaches to ensure that
there will be a world for his children and his children’s children to enjoy.
His dedication towards his advocacy is not only limited to his personal
life but he wants to incorporate this into his work as a barangay kagawad.
Manuel has this advocacy because he believes that everyone has
the right to a healthy environment. For him, this right carries with it
the duty to protect the environment.
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SHARING HIS STORY

FAMILY ORIENTED, GOD CENTERED
Through all the ups and downs, triumphs and downfalls, and all the
wins and losses, Manuel maintains his faith in God. Since his father
passed away, he held onto God’s hand for guidance, and has never
let go since.
He and his wife are devoted Catholics. They are members of the
Couples for Christ, and attends meetings regularly. He also serves as
an apostolate bible coordinator from time to time. He is also active
in his local church. During Sunday Mass, he serves as an acolyte.
Manuel’s duty is to assist the priest and the deacon in the Celebration
of Mass.
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Manuel shares his story in the hopes of inspiring his fellow drivers
to strive to be a hero to his family, friends, and community. By serving
as a Barangay Kagawad and President of the Farmer’s Association,
while being a diligent tricycle driver, an active member of his
community and church, and being a devoted father, he truly is a hero.
Despite having lost his father at a young age, he never lost hope and
the will to go on. In fact, it only inspired him to be better and to bear
the torch, not only for himself and his siblings, but especially for his
mother. He continues to strive to help his children have a better life
-- --a life he never had when he was young.
His perseverance is manifested in all his engagements as a
community leader, church member, husband, father, and tricycle driver.
It goes without saying that Manuel is the epitome of hard work and
responsibility. Carrying in his heart and mind the values of, humility,
respect, and love for community, he serves as an inspiration to
everyone, including his peers.
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Every small battle won is
a step toward the ultimate
goal and Joseph Membrillo
is well on his way to
conquering and producing
more victories for himself
and his community.
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By Axel Sy Cao Yao

Joseph Membrillo

Fighting for a Life Worth Living
PINOY TSUPER HERO, TACLOBAN CITY

Joseph Membrillo once dreamed of becoming a uniformed officer and
public servant. However, like many Filipinos, economic hardships hit his
family hard such that he had to give up on his dreams in order for them to
be able to make ends meet.
Joseph took up BS Criminology but his studies had to take a
backseat due to his personal and family’s circumstances at that time.
He became a driver out of necessity moreso when he decided to get
married and raise a family of his own.

“Araw-araw siyang nag-iipon ng pera para sa edukasyon ng mga anak
namin, at mayroon din siyang alkansya na nakalaan na para sa iba’t-ibang
gastusin dito sa bahay na araw-araw niyang hinuhulugan.” (He saves
money everyday for our children’s education. He also has a piggy bank for
our household expenses, where he would drop coins into on a daily basis.)
Together with his wife Lina, who also earns from her work with a
monthly salary, they have been able to raise three children. Joseph on
the other hand earns from being a tricycle driver as his main source of
livelihood. He gets to raise approximately P18,000.00 every month on
top of what his wife earns, and considering their simple way of life and
the lower cost of living in their hometown, the Membrillo’s have been
living a relatively comfortable life. His daily earnings from driving his
tricycle are allocated for all of their family’s daily expenses.

FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
While he has seemingly found his calling as a full-time tricycle driver,
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Joseph’s work experience has been long filled with trials and hardships.
During his days in elementary, he worked as a janitor in order to help
his parents make ends meet. His exposure to blue collar work at such
a young age however has served him well as dedication, hard work and
valuing hard-earned money were all instilled in him early on in life.
When his transcript of records and diploma were not release
due to an outstanding balance at that time, he decided that it was
right for him to get another job to further lessen the burden on
his parents. He worked as a merchandiser in a mall. It was while
working in the mall when he met his wife who was his supervisor
back then. When they eventually got married, both decided to leave
as it was prohibited by the company. Joseph then worked as a
promodiser and product demonstrator in a mall-based hardware
for another five years while his wife finally became a full-fledged
teacher in Tacloban. After some time, he was finally able to save
up enough money to pay for the balance despite having had to set
aside a significant amount of his monthly salary in order to pay rent
and other house bills.
Upon realizing that his salary was no longer sufficient for their
growing family, he decided to become a tricycle driver seeing that it
was a better prospect having a higher potential for larger earnings.
However, he did not stop there as he also worked as a kargador at the
pier so that he could augment their family’s income.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A HOUSEHOLD PILLAR AND
BUDDING LEADER
According to his wife Lina, Joseph always starts his day with a
prayer, thanking God for all of the blessings that he and his family
receives. Then, cleans their house, cooks breakfast and fixes any
part of their house that needs repair.
As his first passengers everyday are his wife and children, he
makes it a point to always check that his tricycle parts are in
good working condition such as the brakes, signal lights and its
frame knowing fully well that while his tricycle was constructed
by a reliable shop, it is his responsibility to always keep it in
good running condition. After conducting his daily check-up and
maintenance routine, he brings his wife and children to school. His
wife is a high school math public school teacher.
He emphasized that he personally brings them to school as he
wants to ensure a better future for them by getting good education
so that they will not go through the same hardships as he did when
he was unable to finish his studies. For him, he wakes up every
single day driven by the purpose of ensuring their financial stability
for the sake of their children’s education until they get to complete
a college degree.

Having taken up Criminology, he knows that keeping his temper
in check at all times is as important as keeping his vehicle running
properly especially when plying the roads all day while being subjected
to extreme heat or rains, dirt, and pollution. As these elements can
can eventually take their toll on the driver, the accumulated stress
and exhaustion can affect a person’s mind and prevent him from
thinking clearly and rationally.
Joseph is aware of the ease of access to technology including
social media where road rage incidents that end in unnecessary
violence are feasted on by the public. He attests that back when he
was younger, he got involved in on-road quarrels and altercations
with his fellow drivers especially when situations got heated during
traffic jams or in instances where they would try to outmaneuver
each another just to get ahead. It is for this reason that Joseph has
slowly learned to mellow down knowing fully well that he must now
prevent himself from doing anything too brash and reckless for the
sake of his children and his passengers. According to his wife Lina,
Joseph has become really careful and defensive with his driving to
avoid any uncalled-for confrontations.

With this always in his mind, he is able to go through his day of
ferrying passengers around without getting involved in accidents
or road-related mishaps.
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Joseph also highlighted the most important
takeaway from a driving and road safety training
that he attended in Manila which is driving etiquette
towards pedestrians. He noted that all drivers must
recognize that once a person steps on the pedestrian
lines, all vehicles must come to a complete stop to
let them pass regardless if the signal light indicates
“go”. He has also made it a point to get off his tricycle
to help people cross the street most especially the
elderly and children and those who need special
help.
Despite all of these, he still manages to find time to help and serve
his local Tricycle Drivers and Operators Association (TODA). While he
is currently serving as the TODA’s Treasurer, a testament to the trust
reposed to him by his colleagues, he continues to be a member of the
first group that he ever joined, the United Motor Cab Drivers being the
extremely loyal person that he is. While the first TODA he joined was
eventually dissolved by the local government, this setback did not
prevent him from pushing for the reorganization of the local drivers in
their area where one of the projects that Joseph personally initiated
and handled was to ensure that all their member drivers had the right
licenses to drive and to operate as public utility vehicles.
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Their original TODA used to have 128
members but the devastation caused by
Typhoon Yolanda reset the local government
and its policies. As the province was
rebuilding, driver associations have been
reorganized. Joseph slowly started to
gather their old members by talking to them
individually and convinced them to join.
They now have around 30 active members
while others from the old TODA, have already
expressed their willingness to register again
and are just waiting for their association
to be recognized by the local government
before they join again. They are currently in
the process of formalizing their new TODA
and they are currently in talks with the
mayor.
Initially, his wife disapproved of his deep
involvement in his organizations and became
far more vocal when he accepted his current
position as treasurer as it involved money, a
role that can cause various problems if not
handled properly. This was slowly changed
into satisfaction and encouragement when
she learned that Joseph has been able to
fulfil his role properly. Joseph previously
served as treasurer for three years and he
has also been serving again as treasurer
with his new TODA also for three years.He
ensures transparency by presenting their
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cash flow and savings during regular meetings that they hold at least once every month.

“Maganda na treasurer si Joseph kasi very transparent sa lahat
ng nangyayari lalo na kapag ginaganap ang mga regular na
meeting ng grupo nila.”
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His other programs for their TODA include providing monetary aid
to drivers during license and franchise renewal where they give out
Php 1,000 even if the cost of fixing documents only costs around Php
600. The excess becomes a form of support to their driver-members.
The funds for this initiative were taken from the regular contributions
collected from the members.

last barangay elections. However, he was not fortunate enough to
win in his first foray into politics as he was eclipsed by older, career
politicians backed by their established political machineries. Joseph
did not have sufficient funds to compete with all of the strategies
being employed by his opposing candidates as his only source of
funds is the same source of his daily income.

Another use for the funds collected is for emergency purposes
that are released to their members when they come to ask for help in
times of need such as when there is sickness or death in their family.

Furthermore, Joseph proudly declared that after all that he has
experienced as a driver and as a trade which helped him raise his
family for the longest time, he will never give it up.

He also implemented a project to give their members vests and
jackets as a way to make their TODA look more professional despite
their situation.

SAVING TO GROW EVEN MORE

As a health advocate, he also organizes their members to join
basketball leagues not only in their area but in other towns and
municipalities as well. The winnings from these leagues are added to
their TODA’s fund while the excess are used for holding celebrations
and dinners where all of their members’ families are invited.
It is because of these roles and initiatives that Joseph started
to climb the proverbial ladder of respect accorded to him by his
colleagues especially considering he is one of the few who completed
a college education. This trust is reposed to him because of his
educational attainment and track record with their TODA. Eventually,
when the right time comes, he plans to become the president of his
TODA.
The young leader that he is and knowing that he can do more for
his constituents, Joseph attempted to run as councilor during the
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To this day, Joseph continues to find new opportunities as all of his
efforts are for the benefit of his family.
He is acting as the overall caretaker and payment collector for the
multi-unit apartment where they are currently staying having earned
the trust of the owner who was one of his “suki” passengers but is
now based abroad. This brings in an additional P1000-2000 every
month.
At the same time, he has been saving up in order to buy a van or
L300 which he will use as a school service since it pays better and
is a more regular source of income. If and when he is able to achieve
this milestone, he plans to have another driver bring out his tricycle
on a boundary basis while he drives the school service in the morning
and afternoon.
Joseph also raises and sells chickens and while they have
vegetables planted in their lot that grows yield sufficient for selling,
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he has so far refused to do so.

“Nakakahiya kasi ibenta, parang mali, kaya pinapamigay nalang namin
kung may mga nanghihingi,” says Joseph. (I am too shy to sell them
because it does not seem right. So we just give them away when someone
asks for them.)
Joseph is also planning to put up a small piggery in the near future
realizing that putting up a business is the way to become more
financially stable in the long term especially after realizing that he
cannot drive forever and it would become more dangerous both for
him and his passengers to continue doing so once he gets older.

“HEALTH IS WEALTH” PERSONIFIED AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF LIFE
Joseph reluctantly revealed that his family, particularly his children
are prone to contracting sicknesses. One of his children was even
diagnosed with severe pneumonia and that according to the doctor, it
was a miracle that the child survived the ordeal having had to fight for
his life. It is for this reason that a significant amount of his earnings
is always set aside as emergency funds.
His family was also a victim of Yolanda, the super typhoon that
devastated their hometown Tacloban back in in 2013. At the height of
the typhoon, Joseph had to rescue his wife and children as they were
in different places when it all happened having been caught unaware
of the impending catastrophe. Even if flood water already submerged
their house, he did not give up and he was able to save one of his
children who was left at home. Luckily, all of them survived. However,
all of their belongings as well as their house were completely
destroyed. After the typhoon, he was able to bring his family to
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Manila through the help of the armed forces’ free plane rides. When
the flood subsided, he immediately returned to Tacloban to help with
the clearing operations also hoping to find any other possible paying
job. Joseph was able to save enough money during the time when
Tacloban was being rebuilt allowing him to bring his family back
since he saved his P500 daily salary.
From the ruins, he rebuilt a small makeshift house out of the debris
littered all over their community and they were able to rebuild their
life gradually.
Having personally gone through the devastation brought about
by Yolanda, Joseph eventually became an advocate for saving the
environment He realized that among the many factors that worsened
the effect and aftermath of the typhoon is the lack of discipline of
Filipinos especially when it comes to proper waste disposal.

His concrete action plan to help resolve the
issue on waste disposal is through his project
with his TODA to provide recyclable tumblers
for free in exchange for five sacks of used
and discarded plastic bottles. Majority of the
beneficiaries are also other drivers who, in their
daily course of work, definitely need a container
for their water while on the road to prevent
dehydration while being environmentally
conscious.
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“To save Mother Earth, the solution is to lessen the garbage produced
every single day.”
The proceeds of which are also being given back to his community
through various projects and initiatives.
He fondly remembers his experience when he went to La Mesa
Ecopark for a seminar on the care and preservation of the Earth. The
concepts and ideas that were discussed during the seminar are now
being applied through his TODA’s projects.
Again, with the future of his children as his motivation,, he has
become an advocate in the fight against the planet’s slow but steady
deterioration because of human’s inability to control the production
of huge amounts of wastes.
For the members of their TODA and community, he is able to spread
his advocacies better by using his position to require them to attend
meetings held by their association where their action plans are explained
as well as the benefits that can be reaped and the negative effects that
could possibly happen if they disregard these programs. Tacloban’s
federation of drivers has also required its members to religiously attend
these meetings as part of their obligations to the group.

“Ayaw ko dumating ang panahon na mahihirapan ang mga anak ko na
mamuhay dahil punong puno na ng basura ang mundo nila.” (I don’t want
for the time to come when my children will suffer because the world they
are living in is full of trash.)
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Given that his children often become sick due to the changing
climate in the country, he is now pushing for all Filipinos to be aware
of even the smallest deeds that can contribute to the worsening
conditions causing extreme climate changes. For him, the small acts
that he has initiated through his TODA can jumpstart positive changes
at least even within their immediate community. However, he also
hopes that all actions that can help slow down or ultimately prevent
the environmental deterioration can be replicated all over the country.
This will help lessen the destructive effects of natural disasters should
another typhoon or calamity with the same magnitude of Yolanda
happen again in the near future.
With the help and guidance of his wife who is an educator herself,
Joseph is able to pursue his advocacies while finding new ways to
improve on his initiatives and planned projects for the coming years
especially the negative effects that irresponsible disposal of garbage
can cause.
His priority at the moment is to ensure the success of the tumbler
project as positive results and feedback are necessary before their
other projects will be approved by TOMECO, the governing body of
Tacloban’s transport groups similar to Metro Manila’s MMDA. If
this project succeeds, Joseph’s next project is to implement waste
segregation programs starting with requiring TODA members to put
up three different waste bins inside their tricycles: biodegradable,
non-biodegradable and recyclables. By doing this, he can spread
awareness and actualize environmental advocacies amongst drivers
and passengers alike.
All he wants is a world where his children’s and future generations’
environment will be more habitable generations’ environment will be
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“Ayaw ko dumating ang panahon na
mahihirapan ang mga anak ko na
mamuhay dahil punong puno na ng
basura ang mundo nila.”
more habitable as compared to today and they will live a life free from
all the risks and worries that can be brought about by unpredictable
weather conditions.
Aside from his advocacies for the environment, he is also
pushing for prioritizing health, convincing his members to avail of
the government’s medical services to ensure that their health is not
compromised to enable them to continuously provide services to the
public.
He has become more of a disciplinarian not only towards his
children but also toward his colleagues in order to properly push
for his advocacies knowing fully well that these are not only for
his own benefit, but for everyone else as well. He knows that while
modern medicine can already do wonders, putting in place preventive
measures is still the better and more sustainable alternative. Joseph
sees that one does not need to begin with grand plans and actions.
Rather, small steps can be done to slowly ingrain positive values into
a person’s way of life.
The personal changes he has committed himself to so far has been
nothing short of commendable despite his family’s circumstances,
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he has been able to keep everything in check while slowly solving the
problems that have presented themselves along the way.
One must first learn to save himself before he can effectively help
others and this stays true to Joseph and his family as they have done
so continuously and religiously, and now he is sharing this ideology
and setting an example to his driver colleagues.
While one may think that his world view and action plans are too
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simplistic not being able to account for different factors that affect
the overall problem which his advocacies aim to resolve, he is already
doing concrete actions which other “more educated” individuals and
“thinkers” still fail to do so on their own.
Every small battle won is a step toward the ultimate goal and
Joseph Membrillo is well on his way to conquering and producing
more victories for him and his community. Every setback is but a minor
speed bump that allows him to improve on what has accomplished
so far.
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By Axel Sy Cao Yao

Eusibio Fabia

Overcoming Adversity Through Experience
and Persistence
PINOY TSUPER HERO, TACLOBAN CITY

Being a BS Transportation graduate, Eusibio is one of the Filipinos
who has been trained in both the theoretical and practical aspects of
transportation management. If it were not for the lack of opportunities
available to such graduates to have the necessary connections and
sponsors to have a better life, he could have been one of our current
leaders spearheading the actions to resolve one of the biggest
issues, particularly in Metro Manila, that the Philippine government
is currently facing: traffic.
The now 54-year old Eusibio later moved to Visayas after getting
married to his wife Marilyn in 1990. While he spent most of his earlier
years in bustling Manila, he found a new home in the province in
Tacloban where he and his wife started to raise their own family
and their livelihood on a small plot of land which they have been
fortunately able to acquire the land-use rights to. He is proud of his
achievement that he has been able to continuously fulfil his role
as “padre de familia” despite already being of advanced age and
considering the meager income that their household is earning.
He takes pride in the fact that he does not have any vices like
smoking, drinking, or usig illegal substances, which unfortunately
has not been the case with others in his profession.
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This has allowed him to focus on what is important to raising,
maintaining, and safe-keeping his family and his immediate
community as well as attaining their shared goals and interests.
As proof of the good parenting that he has been able to do, one
of their children was able to graduate and now has his own family
while the other is already a first-year criminology student in a local
college. Despite the hardships that they have experienced, their
children have grown up to be good citizens according to his wife
Marilyn.
Being married for 29 years, he has continuously worked hand-inhand with his wife and together with their two children. The Fabia
family was able to establish themselves through Eusibio’s driving
endeavors as well as several other small business ventures.

YOLANDA’S WRATH AND RISING AGAIN
Before Yolanda devastated Tacloban, both Eusibio and Marilyn were
engaged in their own trades. He was already a tricycle driver and she
was a TESDA-certified dressmaker and seamstress.
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“

Gusto ko pong
tumulong, yung
talagang galing
sa puso.
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– Eusibio Fabia
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During this time, Eusibio already organized a Tricycle Drivers –
Operators Association (TODA) with multiple projects such as the
setting up of a rice grain mill and operation of a motorcycle parts
store among other livelihood projects. However, when Yolanda hit,
all of their projects were shelved and none were able to resume
as the typhoon having lost majority of their investments, personal
effects and tools for their trade.
At the height of the typhoon, he has displayed the traits of a
strong-willed and persistent leader as he was able to gather 50
families within his community and lead them to safe areas such
as school classrooms and other more structurally-sound buildings
were accessible. At first, he thought of sitting it out once he was
able to save his family and bring them to safety. But knowing how
the people around looked up to him as one of their community’s
leaders, he went back to bring them to safer grounds.
While many would have folded given what Eusibio experienced,
and considering that it was completely out of his control, he instead
used it as fuel to replicate the good deed that he has already done
and improve them even further.

THE ADVOCATE WITH AN INDOMITABLE SPIRIT
Recognizing that personal well-being and the development of
human capital are the most important elements for success, he has
championed the improvement of individuals not just on a personal
level but at the societal level, too, by being aware and caring of
those around them. This includes the environment which affects
people’s lives and acts as equalizer.
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Starting from nothing and rebuilding his life from scratch, Eusibio is also
well aware of the plight of those living in the bottom rungs of society. Thus,
he has made it a point to ensure that as his life improves, he will not forget
to include others and in even in his own small way, provide opportunities
to improve their lives.
Pursuant to what he has learned from the trainings under Ms.
Gina Lopez as well as his personal experience during Typhoon
Yolanda, he also advocates for the proper care of the environment
such as teaching proper garbage segregation practices through
seminars and talks. Being the former Vice President of GINAPO, an
organization established by Lopez herself, Eusibio has been able to
gain credibility such that his constituents listen to him and attempt
to replicate what he does or tells them to do.
These environmental programs were started since their
Homeowners Association has been established, and during his
tenure as its vice president. They would conduct clean-up drives at
least once every month, often held on the second Sunday of each
month. Since there are many new residents in their area, they regularly
give out reminders and hold weekly talks to both serve as notice and
training with regard to proper waste disposal. In order to convince
the people, he highlights that they are able to sell recyclables such as
glass and plastic bottles and containers allowing them to earn from
things they thought no longer have value.
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As majority of the residents in their area come from lower social
classes, Eusibio makes his activities as inclusive as possible in order
to reach and educate a broad group of people knowing fully well that
these people do not have access to such lessons, ideas and training
because they lack opportunities.
Eusibio may not be blessed materially but he knows that the
social capital that he was able to build throughout the years in
a new place he calls home was more than enough to spread his
advocacies so that many more may learn and benefit in the long
run.

A DEDICATED DRIVER AND LEADER BY EXAMPLE
Like many Filipinos, Eusibio learned to drive on his own and
through the guidance of family and friends. He did not enroll in formal
driving school and according to him, his skill improved through his
actual experience on the road.
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From the very moment he obtained his driver’s license, he made it
his personal mission to ensure that he would not waste the privilege
granted to him. Eusibio asserts that he has never been involved in a
road accidentnor has he incurred a traffic violation in the 10 years
that he has been driving a motor vehicle.
In order to ensure not only his safety but others’ as well, he makes
it a point to check his vehicle’s most important safety feature daily
before he goes out engaging in his daily business: the tricycle’s
brakes. He does this considering that tricycles lack all other modern
safety features that can be found in other vehicles such as seatbelts,
airbags and reinforced steel beams. He then goes to check all
other parts to ensure that each one is working properly including
“consumables” i.e., the battery, tires, oils, and fuel.
However, Eusibio also emphasizes the need to always practice
defensive driving because no matter how careful one is, there will
always be instances where one will encounter aggressive and
irresponsible drivers on the road. They are beyond the driver’s
control, thus, precaution must always be taken according to Eusibio
especially since he carries passengers for a living. He is aware that he
is responsible for their well-being the moment they are in his vehicle;
and that they need to reach their destination safely.
His wife Marilyn echoes Eusibio’s sentiments and offers a
reminder to all, similar to what she says to her husband: that driving
is a privilege that entails a huge burden and responsibility, thus
everyone who sits behind the wheel must always take the necessary
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precautions to prevent any untoward incident from happening.
Since he goes out to work almost every day, he is able to witness
firsthand the plight and most pressing needs of commuters in his
area. As the tricycles in his area are unregulated and unorganized
unlike in other areas, Eusibio plans to spearhead the establishment
of a new TODA, being the Vice President of their Home Owners’
Association to resolve the issue. By creating such an organization,
he plans to also raise the need to put up a designated central terminal
for members of their TODA. While he knows that these action plans
would directly benefit the tricycle drivers and operators, it would also
be beneficial to the passengers and commuting public as a covered
terminal will protect them from the heat of the sun and the torrential
rains that frequently batter their province.
His plan to establish a TODA is also aimed at eliminating the
colorum tricycles that ply the routes in their area.
In order to convince his co-drivers to have their tricycles properly
registered, he has already initiated talks with the barangays involved
as well as the local police and traffic enforcers to watch over their
routes. At the same time, Eusibio talks to each driver-member of their
TODA about registering their vehicle in order to avoid getting caught
and paying fines or worse, having their tricycles impounded.
By being properly registered, a driver can legally ply their routes
and take passengers. Otherwise, they will be apprehended. This action
plan also benefits and affords protection for the commuting public as
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they are assured that there will be a body regulating the drivers and
their vehicles. In case any incident happens, they can go directly to
the TODA to file their complaints as a recourse. This likewise acts
as a deterrent to the driver-members from doing anything illegal and
behaving more professionally.
While his hard work and perseverance are the primary reasons
why he was able to raise enough capital to purchase his own
tricycle and other necessities for daily living, it is his concern for
others, law-abiding discipline and overall positive attitude and
outlook toward driving that has kept him working on the road even
after many years.

There is no hint of feeling burned out or
burdened by his profession. Eusibio is one who
wakes every morning, looking forward to being
able to fulfil his role in society, to his co-drivers and
most of all, his family knowing fully well that his
driving can provide for their sustenance and needs.
“Paglabas ko wala kaming ulam at bigas pero pagbalik ko meron
na, nakabili na. Pagdating ng tanghali nakaka-P500 na kita na. Hindi ka
masizero dito.” (When I leave the house to work, we don’t have food, but
when I return we would already have it. By noontime, I would have already
earned Php 500. You will always earn something in this profession.)
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Eusibio knows that as an individual, it would be difficult due to
lack of money and manpower. However, he notes that if he can bring
the people together to realize the benefits that come with his plans,
then these could become a reality in the future. He knows that while
change should start from every individual, significant effects will only
be felt if many more will buy-in to the idea and support all his plans
thus, he plans to be the catalyst for the improvement of the tricycle
service and profession in their area.

“Madali naman kung magkakaisa.” (It will be easier if there is unity.)
Similarly, Eusibio brought up “diskarte” which has always
been considered as an inherently Filipino trait, he qualifies it and
emphasizes the need to practice it while ensuring that no laws will be
circumvented or violated in the process.

CHAMPIONING AN ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT
On the average, he earns around Php 500 everyday. However,
while sufficient for a decent life, this is barely enough to be able to
allow his family to live more comfortably without the fear of losing
money at any given time.
He knows that while driving is his primary source of income, there
are other far more lucrative and profitable ways to earn money. Thus,
he and his wife put up a small sari-sari store in order to be able to
meet his family’s living expenses from his savings as a driver.
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Eusibio and his wife also engaged in selling livestock, particularly
pigs. However, hog-raising was eventually banned in their area due to
the classification of their location as a residential area. They used to
sell and distribute their stocks to local buyers and households.
They did not persist with this business venture upon realizing
the negative effects of their small-scale piggery in relation to the
sanitation in their area as this could cause sicknesses to community
residents.
Putting into practice what he has learned in the trainings under
Ms. Gina Lopez, Eusibio was able to convince his wife and now,
they are engaged in planting and reviving mangroves or “bakawans”
among other water plants which they are able to harvest and sell
locally.
Continuing his jack-of-all-trades approach to earning from
multiple income streams, Eusibio also sometimes takes job orders to
repair houses and other related work in their community.
While their first sari-sari store was destroyed during Yolanda, they
managed to rebuild it. Together with his wife who manages their new
sari-sari store, Eusibio continues to set aside a significant amount
from their combined daily earnings in order to buy a new sewing
machine for his wife so that she will have her own personal income
aside from what they already have right now. His wife used to an
actual income of as much as around PHP 1,000 every day when she
was working as a seamstress.
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Accordingly, his more immediate goals are to be able to put up
more sari-sari stores and to be able to purchase another tricycle that
can be leased out to another driver. The latter would not only give
him another positive income generator, but also allow him to provide
employment and a livelihood to a fellow driver.
Another one of his future plans is to put up a repair shop or
“talyer” since he has learned how to fix engines and other mechanical
parts due to his extensive experience as a driver. However, he also
acknowledges that he still needs to undergo more formal training
to ensure the quality of his work, thus refusing to actually present
himself out to the public as a qualified “mekaniko” as of right now.
It can be seen in his plans that he is aware of the potential of
building on his personal skills and experience to set up new ventures
or re-create ones that he used to have prior to Yolanda. While he
is cautious in this regard similar to his approach to driving, it is
immediately apparent that his willingness to not settle for what he
already has right now.

LOOKING FORWARD TO A MORE PROMISING FUTURE
Despite having and wishing for a simple life, Eusibio has always
considered exerting extra effort to help make the future better for all.
As the old adage goes, “before you help others, you must first help
yourself”. His drive for self-improvement never waivered and he has
been able to pass this down to his wife but more importantly, to his
children and to his colleagues.
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By doing everything possible to the best of his abilities, he
assures that at the very least, his children will have a brighter future
as he would not allow any of them not to finish their schooling. Aside
from arming his children with the only thing that cannot be stolen by
anyone from them, i.e., education, he has endeavored to be able to
diversify his revenue streams with different ventures to augment his
income. Thus his family is assured that they will not be entirely reliant
on his earnings from driving. For Eusibio, driving has become his
primary tool; his vehicle for living a more comfortable and successful
life compared to the one had growing up.
He believes that as long as he is able to earn a living
everyday, no matter how small the amount is, he will be able to
improve his family’s welfare.
The same principle applies toward improving his
surrounding environment; that small steps should not be
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discounted as in the end, these will be more than enough to
make significant changes. Repercussions may be too great to
overcome if we aim for one-time big shots, especially if they
fail. Furthermore, he notes that a failure is not an excuse not
to try again especially if it is evident that re-doing something
better than before is possible even if it would be difficult to do.

“Gusto ko pong tumulong, yung talagang galing sa puso.” (I really
want to help. The kind of help that is sincere.)
Eusibio knows that he can rock the boat in order to effect
change and his Yolanda experience has only made him stronger
and emboldened his resolve to withstand challenges that may
come his way. By combining his experience first and foremost
as a driver and as a civic group leader, he is able to use the
positions he holds to effect changes that are for the better.
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By Phillip Clyde A.
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Victor Deloy

A Legacy Of Honest Work And Good Service
PINOY TSUPER HERO, CAGAYAN DE ORO CITY

“Before I leave for the next world, I want to leave a legacy of honest
work and good service to the next generation. I want people to
remember me as a role model of civic excellence and a steward for the
environment.” – Victor Deloy
If you ask Victor Deloy, the 60-year old Pinoy Tsuper Hero Finalist
from Cagayan de Oro City, living a good life does not mean having
material comfort and living in excess. He believes that living a good
life means shunning all the vices this world has to offer, but rather
dedicating oneself to a purpose higher than oneself.
For Victor, this calling is the goal to make Cagayan de Oro, a cleaner
and greener city. He plans to achieve this by promoting to customers
and teaching to drivers the importance of waste segregation and
awareness of environmentally detrimental practices.
Before Victor was a leader in the transport sector in Cagayan de
Oro City, he had to face numerous challenges starting at a young age.

ROUGH BEGINNINGS
Victor had a difficult childhood. He was the eldest in a family of
seven children and at six years old, his father was imprisoned in
Bohol. This prompted his mother to send him to their relatives in
Cagayan de Oro City to live with them.
Growing up, Victor did odd jobs to get enough money for his school
supplies. He also worked as a shoeshine boy on the streets of Divisoria
in Cagayan de Oro. Despite the challenges he faced, Victor always
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had a positive outlook in life. As he shined away the shoes of many
a passerby, he dreamt of living a better life for himself and his family.
Victor had to go home late as he had to go to his usual spot in
Divisoria after school to earn a bit of money for his needs in school.
This exposure to work at a young age, instilled in the young Victor the
values of hard work, honesty, integrity, and perseverance. This routine
continued on for six more years until a chance encounter with a good
Samaritan changed Victor’s life.

A CHANCE ENCOUNTER
One day, while he was shining the shoes of a customer, a young girl
began asking him how someone so young ended up on the streets shining
the shoes of other people. He candidly answered, “I am working for my
education because I want to better myself.” The young girl continued to
ask him questions and when she went home, she told her father about
him. The next day, Mr. Chang, the father of the young girl, asked Victor
why he was working at such a young age and if his parents were still
alive. Victor explained his situation and as the conversation ended, Mr.
Chang gave Victor a chance to go to school, while at the same time, work
with him at the Chang’s bakery in Libertad, Misamis Oriental. This was
how Victor met the Chang Family at the age of twelve years old.
Studying and working in Libertad with the Chang family made
things easier for Victor. He was able to allot more time to his studies
compared to before. At first, Victor’s relatives and parents panicked
because they thought he was missing.
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“

Before I leave for the next
world, I want to leave a legacy
of honest work and good
service to the next generation.
I want people to remember
me as a role model of civic
excellence and a steward of
the environment.
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– Victor Deloy
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PROVIDING FOR HIS FAMILY
After two years, Victor told his family about his whereabouts
and when they asked him why he didn’t ask for permission to go to
Libertad, Victor replied that at the time, he really didn’t think about it
and just went with the flow.

Because of his engineering background, Victor was able to find a
job at the National Steel Corporation in Iligan City as a welder. He
relocated his young family to Naawan, Lanao del Norte in order to be
closer to them when he started working.

After Victor finished high school in Libertad, he decided to go
back to his parents in Cagayan de Oro City. After an emotional
reunion with his father who was already out of prison at the time,
Victor decided to work in a bakery with his father and go to college
in Cagayan de Oro.

But during the early 1980s, rebels in province of Lanao del Norte
created trouble. This prompted Victor and his family to relocate
back to Cagayan de Oro where he got a job at a construction firm.
He stayed with the company for twenty years rising to the rank of
construction foreman.

MEETING EVANGELINE
While preparing for college, Victor met his wife Evangeline, who
recently graduated from a Criminology course. After a six-month long
courtship, they decided to get married. After being married, Victor
finally went to college, taking Civil Engineering but after two years of
late hours and with two kids to boot, Victor decided to quit college and
work full time in order to help with the increasing family expenses.
Looking back, Victor shared, “Although it was a waste not to
continue my studies, not once did I regret choosing to marry
Evangeline and raising a family at a young age.”
After years of being married, their union produced four children:
first is Jelvic, who is now a President of a Padyak Association in
Naawan, Lanao del Norte; second is Gregy, who currently works at a
restaurant; third is Girlie, who is a public administrator; and fourth is
Grace Anne, who works in Emirates Airlines.
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After years of service, he decided to become a driver for motorela
in order to make it on his own without relying on an employer. Victor
taught himself how to drive and started earning a net daily income of
Php 300. He found motorela as the easiest way to earn money and
it is also one of the cheapest mode of transportation and easiest to
invest in. Also, he owns the unit, thus, he has control over his own
time and it’s easier to maintain.
He was already knowledgeable in driving four-wheel vehicles so
it was easier for him to drive a motorela. However, motorela and its
mechanics are quite different from a regular motorcycle so it took
time for him to adjust. While learning to properly drive a motorela, he
was also studying. He studied in the morning before he works as a
driver of motorela.
Before he entered into the motorela business, he was engaged in
construction business. While he was already in the motorela business,
he was still getting construction projects to augment his income.
Oftentimes, he would drive in the morning and meet with engineers at
night because the salary of being a motorela driver is too little to sustain
the needs of his family.
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“I never had the ambition of becoming
a leader in the transport sector. My field
of expertise was in infrastructure and
engineering but maybe my peers saw
things in me.... leadership skills that I
might have developed through time.”

RESPONDING TO A CALL
Initially, Victor was just an ordinary member in one of the associations
of motorela operators in Cagayan de Oro City. But after a few years,
his colleagues elected him as President of First Cagayan De Oro
Transport Workers Association (FICTWA), then Regional President of
National Confederation of Transport Association of the Philippines
(NACTODAP) after seeing his potential for leadership. He also serves
as a Board of Director for Federtion of Motorola Operators and Drivers
Association (FEMODCO-BOD). These organizations have members of
180, 2,000+, and 8000+ respectively.
Victor shares, “I never had the ambition of becoming a leader in the
transport sector. My field of expertise was in infrastructure and engineering
but maybe my peers saw things in me.... leadership skills that I might have
developed through time”
Although the transport sector might not have been Victor’s original
vocation, it has witnessed his style of leadership. Leadership that is
marked by practicality, and a vision for a greener Cagayan de Oro.
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Victor’s leadership is not what we know today. He worked hard to
attain his style of leadership and he also said that it also took him
time to adjust when it came to leadership, as this organization is
different compared to construction. He really did not manage that
much and he always attended every leadership traini ng to ensure
that he meets all the members’ expectations of him as a leader.
Through training and knowing the needs of his community, Victor
replicated various programs that made a mark on his leadership.
Most of his trademarks were made during his leadership in FICTWA
wherein he spearheaded the Waste Segregation project. He ensured
that members are doing their duties to clean every day and that
garbage disposal bins are widely available. Also, he initiated SSS
Alkansya for the drivers. He also added that he became more
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encouraged when he became a Pinoy Tsuper
Hero where he pushed this project to be
implemented throughout the whole federation
through the help of other officials.

death and destruction, Victor recalls, “I
promised to myself that I will do something
for the environment. I will do everything to
avoid such a calamity again.”

When asked, what he considers as his key
success in the Waste Segregation project
during his presidency in FICTWA was the wellcoordinated implementation of the project with
the barangays. In addition, the program was
supported by all members because it is for the
interest of everyone in his community. Victor
cannot help but be proud of his recent, and what
he considers as his biggest accomplishment
thus far. Last June 2019, there was a hearing
in the Cagayan de Oro (CDO) Committee on
Public Transportation and he was given the
chance to be one of the spokesperson for their
community. One of the issues that he tackled
in the hearing was the tax exemption of each
of the motorela unit. Since the average income
of a motorela unit is only Php 60,000, they were
not included in the tax exemption. He explicitly
stated that it was only through Hon. Grace
Poe when he was heard. He considers this to
be his biggest accomplishment as resulted in
shortening the work process for the filing of tax which consequently
raised the income of other motorela drivers.

After a period of reflection, he decided
that what Cagayan de Oro needs was
a better waste segregation system,
especially in the transport sector. Starting
with the local motorela terminal, Victor
encouraged his peers to start segregating
their trash in order to contribute to
a cleaner city. He has called for the
installation of segregated trash bins in all
motor vehicles owned by members of his
association.

CALLING FOR A CLEANER AND GREENER CITY

After Typhoon Sendong hit Cagayan de Oro in 2011, Victor realised
that something should be done to protect Mother Nature. Seeing the
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“The change has to start with us in the
transport sector as we are one of the primary
contributors of pollution in the city. When I
saw how messy our terminal was, I knew that
something had to be done here first in order
for other terminals to follow suit. The change
we look for should be first seen in ourselves,”
Victor added.
Victor has worked with various local leaders in order to promote this
advocacy. He has spoken to different leaders in the transport sector as
well as interested government officials.
He hopes that by winning Pinoy Tsuper Hero, he will be able to
promote his advocacy faster to the other transport organizations in
Cagayan de Oro and Misamis Oriental.
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A STEWARD OF NATURE
In order to realize his advocacy of a cleaner Cagayan de Oro, Victor
wants the 11 transport organizations in Cagayan de Oro to implement
a Waste Segregation and Drivers Education Program.

“I believe that you should practice what you preach. You need to set a
good example to yourself, your family, and your community in order for
change to happen.”

This program will focus on segregating and recycling waste in
terminals and motor vehicles for profit, and educating drivers on
how to drive in an environmentally friendly way. It also promotes
the maintenance of the motor vehicles of members of the transport
organizations.

Victor shared that through his experiences, he has realized that
having a greener community should be the top priority of people.
His program merges this need with the incentive of earning money
through recycling.

He really wanted to help the environment. He had his eye-opening
moment way back in 2011 when a strong typhoon hit the Philippines
and clogged and poor drainage system resulted in floods. He saw
the huge piles of trash. There were a lot of reported casualties as a
result of the floods, and he vowed to himself to do something to avoid
having a repeat of such a calamity.
He really envisions a cleaner environment where flooding will no longer
be an issue should a typhoon hit our country again. He also envisions a
higher income for his peers in order to help them get up on their feet to
start their own business and provide for their families’ needs.
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He is currently in coordination with other barangay officials and
leaders in order to push and implement this advocacy in other
communities. Seeing how the previous projects helped his own
community, he hopes that other barangays will also realize howsuch
projects will be beneficial to their own barangays.

“I never tasted alcohol nor smoked in my entire life. I want my children to
follow the lifestyle I live.” Besides his advocacy, the father of four shared
that he only wants his children to live decently and be respected.
Victor added, “I am not doing this for money or fame. I’m just doing
what any decent person might do given the opportunity.”
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If I win Pinoy Tsuper Hero,
I will invest the money in
business. I will aim to be
successful so that other
people can look up to my
example.
– Roland Castrodes
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Roland Castrodes

Helping Oneself in Order to Help Others
PINOY TSUPER HERO, CABADBARAN CITY

EARLY YEARS
Sitting along the banks of the Agusan River is Barangay Caloc-an
in the Municipality of Magallanes in Agusan del Norte. The town of
Magallanes is located near the mouth of the Agusan River, which
stretches from Butuan Bay in Agusan del Norte to the mountains of
Compostela Valley.
With the majestic view of the river and underneath the shade of
coconut trees, Roland was born into a typical close-knit Filipino
family. Within his immediate family, Roland had five other siblings
but his family lived with their extended family in Caloc-an thus Roland
was never short of playmates growing up.
Roland had a normal childhood. His father was employed in a local
factory for plywood, and his mother managed a sari-sari store. Life
was good for young Roland. His family was not well-off but support
and love from relatives who live nearby were never wanting.
As Roland grew up, he dreamt of leaving his small hometown
to explore the world. After finishing his secondary education, he
pursued a two-year Marine Engineering Course in St. Joseph Institute
of Technology in Butuan City.
While on a summer break from school, Roland, then 18 years old,
met a young girl from Surigao named Mercy. Mercy was taking a
course in business administration in Butuan and was in Magallanes
visiting her grandparents. He was instantly smitten by her and after a
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short courtship, the two became a couple.
After completing the two-year course, all that was left for Roland
was to complete a one-year apprenticeship in Zamboanga. Roland
packed his bags and left the town of Magallanes. But after five months
of apprenticeship, Mercy called and told him that she was pregnant.

STEPPING UP TO THE TASK
“The hardest part was facing her [Mercy’s] father. He was so strict
and had an extreme personality.” Roland recalls. Roland went back
to Agusan del Norte to take responsibility for his pregnant girlfriend.
Roland was married at the age of twenty-three.
After being married, Roland wanted to go back to Zamboanga
and finish his apprenticeship to enable him to work in the shipping
industry. However, Mercy pleaded for him to stay in Agusan del Norte
to take care of her and their child.

“She did not want me to complete the course because she heard
that seamen had different families in every port they go to,” Roland
recalls with amusement.
“It was a hard decision for me. On one hand, I had my education and career,
and on the other, I was responsible for my pregnant girlfriend and child.”
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Roland worked hard to enable his children to finish school.
Because his income as a backhoe operator was insufficient to provide
for the growing needs of his family, Roland sought employment in the
local industries in Magallanes. He worked for a while at a plywood
manufacturing firm, and a match manufacturing firm.
However his income was still not enough so Roland went to work
for the Hinatuan Mining Corporation in Surigao del Norte, which was
approximately seventy kilometres (70km) away from Magallanes.
Their type of employment in the mining business is only contractual,
thus, when the manager decided to pull out their equipment to move
to Pampanga they were given a chance to also move to Pampanga.
However, his wife did now allow him to move to Pampanga since he
would be far for them. Hence, he decided to venture into the tricycle
business.

EARLY STRUGGLES
Because he was unable to complete his apprenticeship, Roland
had a hard time looking for a job that will enable him to provide for
his young family. Luckily, with the help of his father, he was able to
seek employment at a local fishpond. After being an all-around-utility
person, he was able to find his niche as a backhoe operator.
As the years passed, Roland’s family grew, with him and Mercy
having seven children in total: first is Romer, a TESDA graduate;
second is April Rose, a business administration graduate; third is
Adela, a human resources graduate; fourth is Lucila, a graduate with
a diploma in computer technology; fifth is Roland Jr., a Grade 12
student; sixth John Lester, a Grade 10 student; and seventh is Esther
Cindy, a Grade 8 student.
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He was really used to driving a single motor since he always used
it a primary mode of transportation. It wasn’t that difficult for him to
get used to driving a tricycle due to his previous experience driving a
motorcycle. Although he found an alternative source of income after
losing the mining job, there was a considerable difference between
his salary of being in the mining business compared to being a
tricycle driver . He used to earn bigger working in the mining business
compared to being a tricycle driver where his salary is much bigger
in his former job. Due to this difference, his family were forced to
adjust their household budget especially because their children are
still studying.
Life wasn’t easy after the drastic changes that occurred, however,
Roland remained resilient and positive. He was given the opportunity
to serve his community when he won as Barangay Kagawad in 2018.
With this, he was given the opportunity to serve his community.
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“Approximately 40% of the population
here in Caloc-an are indigents. When
I started driving, I was part of the
Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program
or 4Ps, the conditional cash transfer
program under DSWD meant to help
indigents.”

A NEW JOURNEY
Homesick, Roland decided to quit his job in Surigao del Norte and
return to his hometown in Agusan del Norte. “Thankfully, four out of
my seven children had already graduated and have their own jobs.
Three more to go,” Roland shared.
With his meager savings, Roland bought a motorcycle and
transformed it into a tricycle unit. Using the same determination that
enabled him to send his children to school, Roland worked hard to
earn a sufficient amount of income from his tricycle. He diligently
maintains his tricycle ensuring that every part is in top shape in order
to minimize emissions, and to give passengers a comfortable ride.
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Due to his hard work and passion, Roland’s peers elected him
to be a member of the Board of his Tricycle Owners and Drivers
Association. Noticing the distressing state of the Agusan River,
Roland spearheaded coastal cleanups in order to minimize the bad
effect brought by mining upstream. Aside from grit and passion,
Roland really gets along well with his peers and other drivers as well.
During his free time, he always makes sure to talk, joke around, and
build genuine relationships with them. He also had compassion and
empathy towards them. All these characteristics are manifested
in how he interacts with them. Thus he became more credible and
known for the quality of his leadership.
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During the 2018 elections, Roland ran for public office and won a seat as Barangay Kagawad in Caloc-an. “I won probably
because almost all people in the barangay are my relatives,” Roland joked. “However, with this blessing, I will ensure that my
constituents will have a better livelihood here in Caloc-an.”

As Barangay Kagawad, Roland has spearheaded tree-planting activities in order to
replenish the trees used by the plywood and match manufacturing firms. However,
Roland is still focused on improving the livelihood of the people in Magallanes. The
first thing that came into his mind was to really help in protecting and saving the
environment. That is why he initiated the tree-planting in the mangroves.
The tree planting is an annual event sponsored and funded by
the Department of Agriculture wherein their Barangay supervises,
monitors, and facilitates the projects. In addition, they also gave
away free snacks to participants. This project was initiated in
2018 when Roland won as Kagawad. On their first year, they were
able to plant 10,000 seedlings and then 5,000 for 2019. He is
proud that most of the people in their community were involved in
the project. In addition, there was also an incentive of Php 6 per
planted seedling, which encouraged more people to participate.

“Approximately 40% of the population here in Caloc-an are
indigents. When I started driving, I was part of the Pantawid Pamilyang
Pilipino Program or 4Ps, the conditional cash transfer program under
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DSWD meant to help indigents.” He also wants to help indigents
by augmenting funds for scholarship extended to K-12 students
between Grades 7-12 wherein they will give them Php 625 per
year. He is currently planning to raise the number of scholars to
120 students.
“Zooming into the situation of tricycle drivers here in Caloc-an, most are
burdened by heavy loans for motorcycle parts that are needed to maintain
a road-worthy vehicle.” Roland shared that the income of tricycle
drivers are being depleted by a lack of access to cheaper parts.
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HOPING FOR THE BEST
“I want the people in my hometown to be happy.” Roland believes that
investment in education, and in poverty alleviation will enable his neighbors
to better themselves.
“If I win Pinoy Tsuper Hero, I will invest the money in business. I will aim to be
successful so that other people can look up to my example.”
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Bringing into mind that almost half of the population of Roland’s
community are considered indigents, they are producing more educated
individuals in order for them to be able to pursue further goals in life. That is
the main goal for Roland’s program, a truly worthy cause to be considered
as a Pinoy Tsuper Hero.
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Richard Gulle

A Father’s Ultimate Duty
PINOY TSUPER HERO, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

If anyone asks who Richard Gulle is to his friends and family, more
often than not, they would fondly share an anecdote of his good deeds.
Their stories range from him giving off his entire weekly allowance to
a colleague without enough money to buy lunch or having waived,
yet again, the Grab fee he was supposed to earn for the day to a
senior citizen passenger after hearing her life story. Nothing has ever
stopped Richard from giving what little resource he has, not just to
his family, but to any person he encounters. Having had a rough start
early in his life, he only aspired to provide a comfortable life to his
family, especially to his children; and knowing the struggles of barely
making ends meet, his heart has expanded without depth to anyone
who needed a helping hand.

WHAT IT MEANS TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
Richard was born into a big family in 1974. He was the fourth
child among seven children and was the eldest son of a soldier and
housewife. Their entire family lived in Tacloban City, Leyte before his
father got assigned in Manila and decided to bring the family with
him. Richard recounted how this transition to the urban jungle has
instantly turned their life from being comfortable to hardly getting by.
He was in high school when their family moved to Bicutan, Manila.
He recounted how every move they made cost money, which was not
the situation back in the province. He recalled how it came to a point
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where his siblings fought over what little food they had available.
Being the eldest son, he did not want to add burden to his parents. He
felt the responsibility to help his father raise their family and wanted
to earn his own money to put himself through school. This led him to
decide to leave home and look for a job at the age of 14.
He left his home, stopped going to school and followed were
his feet brought him. With no plans and only a few change in his
pocket, he rode a bus not knowing his destination. Soon after, the
bus operator found out that he did not have a ticket and asked him
to get off from the bus. It was only then that he realized that he was
already in Calamba, Laguna. Out of hunger and desperation, he found
work at a local bakery as a cleaner of baking equipment in exchange
for bread. After some time, he was then given a chance to assist
in baking. He was fortunate enough to have worked for a generous
business owner, who has given him a chance to earn income. The
owner had a spare bike and allowed Richard to use it to go around the
neigborhood and sell their bread products. He recalled how he was
able to earn right away, selling bread every Sunday outside St. John
the Baptist Church, a church close to Dr. Jose Rizal’s ancestral home.
This was his first experience at earning money.
After almost eight months of working in Calamba, Laguna, one of
his mother’s friends saw him while he was doing his daily routine of
selling bread. Knowing that Richard’s family has been looking for him,
she brought him back to their home in Bicutan, Manila. He recalled
PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4

“

I’ve given 21 years of service
to the company, now it’s time
I give my time to my children,
my family. This is my way to
make up for the attention I
wasn’t able to give them as a
father.
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– Richard Gulle
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Even though I was in and out of
high school, I was able to live out my
dream of having my parents walk
up the stage on my graduation day
to put on my medals -- not just one,
but three medals.
how his parents had put in extra effort to support his schooling just
so he won’t leave again. Grateful for the opportunity, he only dreamt
of making his parents proud by having them walk up the stage to
put on his medals. With his strong sense of responsibility for his
family, he took jobs like bantay-kotse in a nearby commercial center
after school just to somehow ease their financial burden. He also
surrounded himself with friends who brought good influence to his
life and avoided those who would lead him astray. He even held
positions in the student council.
“Even though I was in and out of high school, I was able to live out my
dream of having my parents walk up the stage on my graduation to put
on my medals -- not just one, but three medals.”
Richard ended his 21-year tenure at Philippine Airlines and
decided to be a full-time Grab driver on September 2018. Grab has
given him all the benefits he was looking for, but being a driver was
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not without challenge.
Once he is behind the wheel, he carries with him a lot of patience.
Everyday meant another encounter with reckless and undisciplined
drivers. But he always chose to just breathe and smile whenever
faced with unfortunate events. He makes it a habit not to let the
negative factors affect his performance as a driver.
His first few weeks as a Grab driver was not an easy feat. Though
he enjoyed traveling and driving around, long hours behind the wheel
brought about physical fatigue, which he was not used to. Being
a Grab driver meant that he had to go through traffic jams, unruly
drivers, unfamiliar roads and confusing traffic rules. But despite all
these, he knew that these were only part of getting used to his new
career. His ultimate source of strength to all these challenges is the
family photo he brings with him every single day, a reminder of his
reason to keep going.
Richard saw being a Grab driver as not any different with being
an aviation security supervisor at PAL. Just like how he ensured the
safety of the flight passengers, being a Grab driver was also about
safely transporting the passenger from one place to another. Being
a Grab driver exposed him to diverse personalities on a daily basis.
He saw every passenger as heroes in their home, and he considered
bringing these heroes safely to their destinations as his ultimate duty.
His wife recalled how there were a handful of instances where
he waived his fees to passengers he felt needed the money more
than he did. There was a specific instance when he was booked by
a passenger who he later discovered was also a Grab and Angkas
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(motorcycle transport service) driver, who recently got involved in an
accident. Out of compassion, he waived the fees for his fellow driver.
But more than his duty to serve his passengers, the most important
duty of all was for his children. What he enjoyed most about being a
Grab driver is how he is able to give support to his children anytime
they needed it. During school activities and recognition, he can be
the photographer dad, or the one to buy supplies for their school
project or their chauffer after school activities. This has become the
dynamics he longed and hoped for, and now he can readily give it to
his children. Even though he is a full-time Grab driver, he can still be
a full-time father.

IT TAKES GUTS TO BE A GRAB DRIVER
Just two weeks into being a Grab driver, he was invited to be
part of an association called Grab Unified Transport Service or more
commonly called as GUTS Pilipinas. Little did he know that one of
his neighbors, who was also a Grab driver and member of GUTS,
was already profiling him to become a member. Having seen his
disciplined and well-mannered character, he was invited to become a
member of the association.
GUTS Pilipinas is an association of Grab drivers established on
December 2017, having 56 active members as of 2019. Their main
objective is to provide support to fellow Grab drivers, especially with
transport service related problems such as emergency break down, flat
tires, battery problems and others. Aside from car-related concerns,
they also have programs to help fellow members in other aspects of
life, such as loan assistance. They also served as the representative
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to voice out concerns with Grab. More than anything else, they aspire
to elevate drivers as professionals, cultivating a culture in their group
where members would aspire to be professional and well-mannered
drivers, and see their profession as an opportunity to serve others.
He found a home in GUTS, whose values resonate with his own,
always ready to be of service to others. He found them different with
any other group he has previously joined before, seeing how shared
accountability was fostered in all of its members. Another thing that
stood out was how they dedicated themselves in helping, not just
within their group, but to those they encounter in their daily lives.
It has been a practice in their group that whenever they encounter
someone who had trouble with their car, they will provide assistance,
having expert mechanics as members. They also lend spare car
parts, especially to members who are incapable of buying new ones
for their vehicles.
Being a group with a mission to be of service to one another and
to others, they envisioned expanding their reach. Richard, with the
support of the GUTS members and leaders, proposed to establish an
auto repair shop and car wash business based in Quezon City.
The idea came about from having seen the daily struggles of their
fellow drivers. One of the biggest problems they faced every day is the
heavy traffic in Manila, leaving them with little income to take home
having to spend so much for fuel. The increase in price of consumer
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goods is an additional burden as well. With the struggle to fit the
little income they have, they no longer have enough funds for their
car maintenance, which is an important factor often overlooked. The
venture aspires to provide quality, low-cost services to their fellow
drivers to ensure that their cars are road-worthy, which is in line with
the mission and top priority of the GUTS members: to offer excellent
service to all their customers. Aware of the struggles of a driver, the
venture aims to provide service fees at around 15% lower compared
to other auto-repair shops. The venture also aims to provide jobs to
people in their community, considering the non-drivers as well.
The leadership of GUTS, as well as a handful of active members,
are in full support of the venture, mobilizing themselves to achieve
full operations by early 2020. They envisioned the venture to serve
as a financial support to their organization, wherein all profits earned
will be for the benefit of GUTS. More than the provision of high quality,
low-cost services, the profit earned aims to support other programs
and initiatives of the organization for the member’s families, such as
personal loans for education and health. Furthermore, the venture
also aims to provide an alternative income source for their members,
as well as to the extended community of their members. As a starting
point, the leadership and select members will run the auto-repair
shop and car wash and provide services to their fellow members and
Grab drivers. This will then be further expanded to reach more clients
outside of the organization.
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GUTS Pilipinas do not see
themselves merely as drivers, but
people who can make a difference in
their community, especially within
the transport sector which they are
part of. With this proposed initiative
of Richard, and with the support of
the GUTS members and leaders, they
aspire to help others and contribute
to the community through their
services.
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ALWAYS GOING THE EXTRA MILE
One day, Richard dropped off a passenger along EDSA, Cubao and
saw an elderly couple having trouble with their car. Without hesitation,
he came to their rescue and found out that their car had overheated.
Richard did not have any mechanical expertise so he sought the help
of GUTS members, knowing that they had mechanical experts that
could assist the elderly couple. Through his intervention, the elderly
couple was able to have their car fixed with the help of the mechanics
from GUTS. Enrico Almario, president of GUTS, recalled this story
when asked about who Richard Gulle is and what his impression
about his character is. He shared that even though Richard was not
directly able to fix the problematic vehicle, his initiative to reach out
to the elderly couple was just as valuable as to those who had fixed
the car. This is how most people know Richard Gulle.

His rough childhood has molded him
to become a responsible, determined and
compassionate man, but most especially a
man for others... He’s happy to look back and
realize that somehow, all that he has dreamt of
has gradually materialized and he now looks
forward with much hope for the future.
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God-fearing, family-oriented, passionate and law-abiding -- these
are the traits that Richard believes an ideal driver must posses; and
at the same time, the traits he continues to embody everyday of his
life. With the right mindset, the right support group and a boundless
love for his job, he is more than equipped to go further into his career.
He envisions himself expanding, operating and growing their venture;
as well as the possibilities of acquiring more vehicles to provide jobs
to other drivers as well. With a strong support system, not just for
the auto repair and car wash venture, but also to any other initiatives
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proposed by the members, he knew that they could make anything
possible. More than anything else, he knew that he has found a
career he loves and that he will continue on as long as he can.
His rough childhood has molded him to become a responsible,
determined and compassionate man, but most especially a man
for others. He first dreamt of making his parents proud, and then
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to provide a comfortable life for his family. He’s happy to look back
and realize that somehow, all that he has dreamt of has gradually
materialized and he now looks forward with much hope for the
future. As his family expanded further, finding a home in GUTS and
the transport sector, he now dreams, not just for his family, but for a
flourishing community.
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Anthony is a man for his family,
his organization, and for his
community. He makes it a point
to always act accordingly, and to
be a role model to his children
and his peers. These have always
been Anthony’s guideposts in
accomplishing his tasks.
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By Leandro Jose G.
Abiog, Jr.

Anthony Hidea

A Man For His Family, Organization,
& Community
PINOY TSUPER HERO, SORSOGON CITY

Family comes first. This is something that we as Filipinos strongly
believe in. It is something that motivates us to work hard day in and
day out, hoping that one day, we can give our families better lives.
However, this idea is fueled by different experiences for different
people. For the more fortunate ones, those who come from a happy
family, it is as easy as following the kind of care and concern their
parents showed them or taught them growing up. On the other hand,
for those who come from a broken family, it may come from a painful
experience. Nevertheless, those falling under the latter experience
still manage to pick themselves up, and decide not to let their future
families deal with the same hardships.
Anthony Hidea, our Pinoy Tsuper Hero from Sorsogon, is someone
who comes from a broken family, yet chose to live his life as a family
man for the welfare of his wife and kids.

EARLY LIFE
Anthony grew up in Naga with his grandparents. He was brought
to their care when he was two years old, after his parents separated.
His father left the family. Likewise, his mother, who was a seamstress,
also left and remarried twice after. Anthony had a younger brother,
Albert, who died at a very young age, as well as two step siblings
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named Ruby Anne and Ronel Francis from the second and third
families of his mother, respectively.
Growing up, Anthony was cared for by his grandparents. His
grandfather owned a tailoring shop while his grandmother helped in
the business. They supported him through his primary and secondary
schooling, up until he took his undergraduate studies of Mechanical
Technician. However, due to economic struggles, Anthony decided to
stop studying to find a job in Laguna when he was 18.
He had several jobs during his stay in Laguna. For some time, he
worked as a warehouseman for Daewoo Electronics. Thereafter, he
also worked in Shihlin Electronics still as a warehouseman. He also
worked as a contractual employee for Argentina Corned Beef. It was
while working at Argentina Corned Beef when Anthony met his wife,
Maria Theresa.
For two years, they stayed and worked in Laguna. They got to
know each other better during those years and eventually fell in love.
In 2005, when he was 23, they decided to go back home to Naga
to get married and start their own family. His father attended their
wedding. Sadly, although he invited his mother to the wedding, she
never showed up.
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FAMILY FIRST
After the wedding and accomplishing their papers, Anthony
and his wife went back to his hometown in Sorsogon to start their
newfound life as a married couple. At first, they stayed in the house
of his father, Teodosio, who was then working as an assistant to
truck drivers in loading and unloading various baggages. After two
years, they eventually moved out and started living on their own. They
transferred to Graceville in Sorsogon, where they are renting a house
until today. To pay for the rent, Anthony drives for the grandchildren
of the owner of the house. He says that his family saves a lot because
of this arrangement.
Anthony has been driving for 20 years now. However, this is not
the first and only work that he tried. During the early years ofbeing
married, he tried venturing into the hog raising business. This venture
did not go well for him. He also realized that he was not so interested
in such business after all. That is why he decided to stop and look
for a new line of business. He also tried venturing in networking
business for First Vita Plus, where he sold some products and tried
to attract others to join the network for extra income. This endeavor
failed too because it brought problems to his family. According to
Anthony, his job at First Vita Plus became a source of jealousy for
his wife because of the numerous phone calls that he would get both
from male and female clients. Being the family man that he is, he
left First Vita Plus. For Anthony, his relationship with his wife and his
family is far more important than business.
On the other hand, Anthony’s wife Maria Theresa is working as a
factory worker for Peter Paul Philippines, a corporation engaged in
the production of different coconut products. Although at present,
Anthony contributes more to the family’s income, he says that his
wife is always there to help him. They help each other out in taking
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care of their children, as well as their proper upbringing. According
to Anthony, they work as a team to make sure that in spite of the
struggles of daily life, their children will never have to experience what
he experienced during his childhood; that in spite of the struggles,
their children will have a better education and better life growing up.
Anthony and Maria Theresa have been married for almost 15 years
now. Their marriage was blessed with four children named Mark,
Trisha, Tonet, and Jelay. Mark and Trisha are in 10th and 9th grades,
respectively. Since they stay in school the whole day, they receive a
daily allowance of Php 80. Tonet is in 7th grade. She receives a daily
allowance of Php 50. This is because her schedule is only for half-aday. Jelay, the youngest, is now in 2nd grade. She receives Php 40 as
her daily allowance. For both Anthony and his wife, education is very
important. That is why for their part, they make sure they don’t miss
school and give them their daily allowances.
Anthony also admits that he is very protective of his children,
especially his three daughters. He is also very active in their
upbringing by regularly teaching them lessons that they should apply
in their lives such as proper conduct, and being responsible, among
other things. These days, he makes sure to remind his children to
refrain from using their cellphones all the time to the extent that they
end up sleeping late. This is because recently, he noticed that his
children started being engrossed with these gadgets.
He also added that he is willing to work hard until all of his children
get a degree. What is even more commendable of this father is the
fact that when asked if he wanted to continue his own studies should
he win as Pinoy Tsuper Hero, he said that he would rather give more
opportunities to his children. He added that he thinks he already had
his chance, and now, it is his responsibility to give his children that
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chance. Therefore, he would prefer spending his earnings for them
rather than for himself.

EVERYDAY GRIND
The daily allowances of his children are only part of the family’s
daily expenses. Of course, he also has to spend for the family’s daily
food, as well as the other expenses such as water and electricity bills,
and even gasoline for his tricycle.
According to Anthony, they spend around Php 600 to Php 800 a
day. Food alone covers almost half of the expenses, while the daily
allowances of his children would take the second biggest chunk.
Because of his daily income of Php 500 to Php 600, Anthony admits
that his family does not enjoy much luxury. Nevertheless, they are
fine with it. Because what is more important for him is to make sure
his family has food on the table, and they have the needed budget for
the education of their children.
Based on observation, Anthony is a very sensible and pragmatic
person. These traits, together with his sense of utmost responsibility
towards his family, make a perfect combination for him to be
considered a well-rounded person. He believes that the education of
his children is the biggest investment that his family is doing, and that
it is worth every effort he exerts day in and day out, all the sacrifices
they are making, and all the expenses they incur. He believes that one
day, all of these will pay off, and at the very least, he says, his children
will lead a better life than him.
Because of this, Anthony works hard to be able to provide for the
needs of his family. He usually wakes up even before sunrise. This
is because aside from getting ready for his job, he also makes sure
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that his children and his wife are prepared for their respective daily
activities. Since he loves to cook, he sometimes prepares breakfast.
After which, he then checks first if the grandchildren of the owner of
their house need his services, before he heads out to the terminal
bring passengers to their destinations. He does this at least 12 hours
a day.
Maria Theresa also helps in the family’s daily living. However,
since she works for a factory, she does not receive her salary on a
daily basis like Anthony. Nonetheless, she still helps in the family’s
daily needs as she budgets her income so that she also augments
what Anthony is earning.
As a tricycle driver, Anthony believes that his livelihood is just
enough for their daily needs thus they have little savings. He is
bothered by this because looking forward, he wants some security
in their lives. Although still very strong at the age of 38 years old, he
cannot help but imagine that one day he will get older and weaker.
He adds that if by chance that he gets sick, his family will definitely
suffer and he does not want that to happen. That is why if he wins
as the Pinoy Tsuper Hero, Anthony says that he will definitely use the
prize he will receive to venture again in business to help his family, as
well as his community. He adds that this time, he will venture into a
more sustainable business that is close to his other passion which
is cooking.
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... if he wins as the Pinoy Tsuper
Hero, Anthony says that he will
definitely use the prize he will receive
to venture again in business to help
his family, as well as his community.

A WARRIOR ON AND OFF THE ROAD
Anthony started driving in 1999 when he was 18. He shares that
he learned how to drive the motorcycle, and eventually got used to
driving a tricycle, by himself, without formal training. Despite this,
he considers himself as a driver who knows how to drive properly,
and who knows the traffic rules and actually follows them. This is
another thing that Anthony feels strongly about. He shares that he
sometimes feels that it is part of his responsibility to fix the image
of tricycle drivers like him. This is because according to him, most
tricycle drivers in the Philippines could not follow simple traffic rules.
They have this image of being unruly and as a result, they are seen as
being one of the major causes of minor accidents that happen on the
road. That is why Anthony makes sure that he takes steps not only to
better himself, but his other co-drivers as well.
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Anthony makes sure that his tricycle is always in good running
condition. He shares that he drives a four-stroke engine which emits
less smoke, and more friendly to the environment. He also makes
sure that he conducts its maintenance regularly to keep the engine
as clean as possible. Aside from the engine itself, he makes sure that
there is always a trash bin inside his tricycle so that his passengers
can just throw small trash into it rather than throw them on the road.
He says that doing these things constantly may contribute to his
image of being a responsible public transportation operator, as well
as to the image of his co-drivers as well.
Anthony also gives foremost importance to the safety of his
passengers. That is the reason why he makes an effort to follow
traffic rules and regulations, keep his tricycle in good condition,
practice defensive driving, and participate in road safety seminars,
among other things. Anthony says that driving is his main livelihood,
that is why he makes an effort to better his craft. He adds that as
his main source of income, driving is important. That is why he does
not want to lose the trust of his regular passengers, such as the
grandchildren of the owner of the house they live in, because a lot will
be lost if he loses this job.
However, there were also several instances where Anthony had
some bad experiences while driving his tricycle. One experience
that he remembers very vividly was when one day, a middle-aged
woman hired his services. The destination of the passenger is in
another town which is 15 to 20 minutes away. Upon reaching their
destination, the passenger told him that she would just get money
inside an establishment to pay for her fare. Although reluctant, he
allowed her to do so thinking that there is nothing else he could do
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since the passenger said that she forgot to bring her wallet. He
waited but the passenger never came back. Naturally, he got so
frustrated because he wasted time and gasoline for nothing. But,
after a while, he just decided to move on. Looking back, Anthony
said that while he felt upset about what happened, he cannot help
but think that maybe that passenger had her reason for doing it. The
woman probably did not have money at all that is why she was able
to do that. In his long years of being a driver, that incident is not the
only one he experienced. Although he would feel angry at first, he
would end up just letting it go thinking that there is always a reason
why people do such a thing.

Anthony also cares for the welfare of his
passengers. He makes sure that he drives
safely so that they can reach their respective
destinations unscathed.
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Anthony is also the chairman of the board of Balogo Tri-Mobile
Association (BATASS), the organization of tricycle drivers to which
he started out as a mere member. Up to this day, Anthony is still
surprised how he got his position. It was a bold move to run for
that position according to him. The reason for his running was that
he felt things were going sour for the organization. It is a common
knowledge among his peers in the organization that there were
a lot of anomalous activities that was being done in relation to
organizational funds. More specifically, he shared how during the
term of the person he replaced — whose name he does not want to
divulge — there was no accounting of how the funds were used, or
even how the funds were sourced. That is why when he was elected,
the first thing he did was to advocate for transparency among
the members. He made sure that every one knew how the funds
were used. In addition, he was even able to raise more funds. From
Php 24,000 when he started, it is now around Php 60,000.
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Anthony considers himself as a hardworking man. He says that
he tries to lead his organization through his examples. He does this
because he believes that he cannot lead if he himself does not set the
right examples. He maintains his tricycle, he follows traffic rules and
regulations, and shows his concern for the safety of his passengers.
He said that by constantly doing those things, his fellow drivers will
end up emulating him, for the betterment of the organization as a
whole.
Aside from these, Anthony also introduced something new to the
organization. For one, he started promoting financial responsibility
among the people in his organization. He does this by making a
monthly financial report of the organization’s finances. According to
him, if funds in the organization are made transparent, members will
continue to trust his leadership, and will continue to follow him in
improving the state of their organization.
Anthony is respected by most of the members of the organization.
However, he knows that he cannot please everyone. There are no
specific instances, however, which he can share to prove that there
are people who are against him. In general, he considers himself as
strict, and this might be the reason why he feels that some of the
members are not really fond of being with his company. He says
that he does not protect anyone, even those that he considers as
his friends in the organization. If they commit a mistake, he would
not hesitate to suspend them. This is so because he believes that if
he starts giving favors to others, his position will be compromised.
In effect, he adds, they might just end up to where they started: an
organization in shambles and without direction.
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Anthony also cares for the welfare of his passengers. He makes
sure that he drives safely so that they can reach their respective
destinations unscathed. He also makes it a point to ask for the right
fare as per regulation, and gives the exact change.
As of now, Anthony still has other plans for BATASS that he
has yet to execute. Most of the projects that he is proposing are
geared towards having a better system of public transportation in
their area. For one, he proposes that there be proper zoning among
other TODA to limit the areas where other tricycle organizations pick
up passengers. He wants to pursue this to have a better system,
and of course, so that all drivers will have the same opportunity in
getting passengers and earning. Another proposal that he has is
the strict implementation of the number coding scheme. Since time
immemorial, this has been rarely followed. Aside from the fact that
this is a violation of traffic rules and subjects the drivers to fines, it
causes more problems for them whenever some of their drivers are
apprehended by authorities. Aside from these, Anthony also wants
to push for a cooperative for the transport sector of the whole city.
Finally, if ever he is lucky enough to win, one enterprise that he
wishes to start is a canteen at the Grand Terminal. Since Anthony
loves to cook, he said that he might as well use it not only to gain
more income for his family, but also to help out his fellow drivers
to have affordable but food with good quality whenever they are on
the job. This just goes to show that even if he is thinking in terms
of earning more for his family, he also takes into consideration the
welfare of other people such as his fellow drivers. Indeed, a true
warrior on and off the road.
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ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
Generally, Anthony is happy with the way things are going both in
his family life and in his livelihood. Nevertheless, he still thinks that
there is always room for improvement. As regards his family life, he
hopes to give his family a better life, especially his children. Looking
back from his life growing up, his ultimate goal is to make sure
that his children will never have to experience such hardships that
he faced. Although all his children are currently in school, Anthony
shares that nothing would make him happier than the assurance that
he will be able to support them until they finish schooling and become
professionals. He adds that until that happens, he will continue to
sacrifice and work hard for his family.

now. He adds that in the near future, there will be an increase in the
number of tourists that will visit because of the efforts of their local
government. And, when that time comes, they will be ready to provide
transportation with good quality services.

The only way that he can make this happen is if he improves his
livelihood. That is why he continues to look for other means to earn
more for his family. Right now, he is saving some of his earnings so
that one day, he will be able to venture again into an enterprise that
will help him earn more. With his dedication, hard work, and his skill
in cooking, Anthony says that if given the chance, he will venture into
food business. In this way, he will be more capable in securing the
future of his family.

With this in mind, and having an entrepreneur’s attitude, Anthony
already formulated some concrete plans to execute this vision.
For starters, he said that he will utilize the internet to promote his
services. He will start with social media platforms by creating groups
on Facebook and the like. He says that this will boost exposure since
a lot of people have smartphones and use Facebook. Aside from
this, he also plans to create cellphone applications to improve their
services and make them more accessible..

For his community, Anthony hopes to help out in its tourism aspect.
In relation to his livelihood as a driver, his goal is to provide better
transportation services for tourists. Of course, the transportation
services will not only be limited to tricycles, but will also include
SUVs and vans, among others. Anthony shares that his motivation
for this is their mayor’s active role in promoting tourist destinations in
their area. Aside from this, he also noticed that their place is lacking
in this kind of service. That is why he thinks that it is timely to start

However, this vision is not limited to tourism alone. At the end
of the day, his advocacy is to help out his fellow drivers and his
community at large. He aims to connect with and reach out to
establishments such as hotels, and resorts so that they can better
understand his advocacy of providing better services to tourists, and
in return, help out the drivers improve their livelihood. He shares that
when these establishments hear what they have to offer and what
really motivates them, he is confident that they will be seen as people
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His role, as he explained, will not be limited to transportation
alone. He also envisions a dual role of bringing tourists to different
places and in the process, acting as tour guides as well. After all,
he said that they know the places better since they live there. Also,
he added that if given the opportunity, he aims to show tourists that
drivers in his area are polite and trustworthy.
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who, aside from aiming to improve their lives, also aim to help out the
community. Because of this, Anthony adds, he is confident that they
will be given the opportunity by the Local Government to actually
establish this service.

A FINAL WORD
Anthony is a man for his family, his organization, and for his
community. He makes it a point to always act accordingly, and to be
a role model to his children and his peers. These have always been
Anthony’s guideposts in accomplishing his tasks.
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Anthony remains hopeful and positive despite coming from a
not so ideal early life, where he was left by his parents and had to
sacrifice his own studies in order to help out in the financial struggles
of his family. He did not let his past take control of who he is now.
Most people would have given up if they were in his position, but not
Anthony. He continues to work hard so that his experiences growing
up will not be the same experiences his children will have. And, while
doing so, he remains to uphold his principles. A humble, honest and
hardworking man through and through. The qualities of a true Pinoy
Tsuper Hero.
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About the Pinoy Tsuper Hero (PTH) Awards
THE PTH LOGO
Pinoy Tsuper Hero’s logo represents the swift yet sustaining effect
of this campaign on Filipino drivers. A collaboration between Phoenix
Petroleum Philippines, Inc., ABS-CBN Foundation, Bayan Academy
for Social Entrepreneurship and Human Resource Development, and
ABS-CBN Regional, Pinoy Tsuper Hero aims to bring out the “Super
Hero” in every driver. Its stamp-like logo serves as a validation for
deserving drivers who will get the chance to be winners of this
campaign. From being an Offender, drivers can become actual
Defenders of the roads. The logo is a seal that they are reformed
citizens of the country.
Inspired by the color of gasoline, the red color also symbolizes
the urgency and uniqueness of this campaign. The logo of Phoenix
Petroleum also embodies the company’s vision to be a vital part of
everyone’s journey. Through Pinoy Tsuper Hero, Phoenix Petroleum
shall guide the chosen drivers as they soar in achieving a better
standard of living.
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THE PTH PROCESS
Pinoy Tsuper Hero (PTH) is an advocacy program for the protection
of the environment, formation of more cohesive and stronger Filipino
families and development of an accident-free community. It was made
possible through the collaboration of Phoenix Petroleum Philippines,
Inc., ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc. (AFI), Bayan Academy for Social
Entrepreneurship and Human Resource Development, Inc. (Bayan
Academy) and ABS-CBN Regional.
Pinoy Tsuper Hero awards outstanding drivers who are able to
show concrete evidences of how driving was able to create a difference
in the lives of their families. Their successes are also measured in
terms of leadership in their own transport group and their contribution
to their respective communities.
The program serves as the power and the voice of every Filipino
driver who dreams big for the country. Using the active approach, the
goal is to create a paradigm shift and enable each driver to become
an instrument for creating change in himself or herself and among
their fellow drivers, and, ultimately, for building a better country and a
better world.
For the past three years, Pinoy Tsuper Hero’s goal in recognizing
role model drivers is undoubtedly successful. The program was able to
reach over 56,000 nominations in which the members of the transport
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sectors engaged and applied to be part of the PTH community. From
the pool of nominations, the program was able to select more 400
regional finalists who underwent training and seminars locally and
eventually shared their experiences and learning to their community
or organization. Thus, producing PTH ambassadors like Reynaldo
Samonte of Batangas (Year 1), Edwin Escamos of Iloilo (Year 2)
and Alberto Abad of Rizal (Year 3) who became our benchmarks in
selecting outstanding drivers not only to their profession but most
importantly to their families, communities and the environment.
Considered as Phoenix’s long term corporate social responsibility
(CSR) strategy aimed at addressing the needs of the country’s public
transport sector and promoting driving as a noble profession, Pinoy
Tsuper Hero is also envisioned to serve as a platform in tackling other
developmental needs of transport groups in the Philippines.
Aside from the ambassadors, PTH was also able to prove its
viability by winning the prestigious Quill Awards and recognized as one
of the best community-based programs. It means that the industry of
business communicators were able to acknowledge the initiative of
the team to promote the advocacies for the Filipino drivers.
Pinoy Tsuper Hero was implemented in three phases: information
dissemination, training and selection, and national selection.
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PHASE ONE: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
For 2019, Pinoy Tsuper Hero selected 10 key areas where the campaign would be launched. The program implemented its first leg from March
to July 2019. In the spirit of inclusivity, drivers were encouraged to self-nominate during the program campaign in designated Phoenix stations in
the country (please see list of areas below). They were briefed regarding the program before filling out the nomination forms. Many of the drivers
accomplished the forms together with their family members. Institutional nominations or endorsements were also accepted. The implementing
organizations decided to include General Santos City and Zamboanga City as additional sites in disseminating information about the program.
NUMBER
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AREA/SITE

REGION

PHOENIX GAS STATION

SCHEDULE

1

Tagbilaran City, Bohol

Region 7 - Central Visayas

Phoenix CPG North Ave Gas Station,

2

Calapan Mindoro

Region 4-B – MIMAROPA

Phoenix Calapan Gas Station, Brgy. Lalud

March 18 - 19, 2019

3

Tuguegarao City

Region 2 - Cagayan Valley

Phoenix Pengue Gas Station,

April 1 - 2, 2019

4

Ilocos Sur

Region 1 – Ilocos Region

Phoenix Bantay Gas Station, Bantay Ilocos Sur

April 4 - 5, 2019

5

Roxas City

Region 6 - Western Visayas

Phoenix Sabando Gas Station,

April 25 - 26, 2019

6

Tacloban

Region 8 – Eastern Visayas

Phoenix Naga Naga Gas Station,

May 23 - 24, 2019

7

Cagayan De Oro

Region 11 –Northern Mindanao

8

Cabadbaran City

Region 13 – CARAGA

Phoenix Cabadbaran 1 Gas Station,
Purok 3 Lower Mabini, Cabadbaran City

June 6 - 7, 2019

9

GRAB

NCR

Circuit Makati

June 16, 2019

10

Sorsogon City

Region 5 – Bicol

Phoenix Sorsogon Gas Station,

June 20 - 21, 2019

11

General Santos City

Region 12 - SOCCSKARGEN

Phoenix Sorsogon Gas Station,

July 1, 2019

12

Zamboanga City

Region 9 - Zamboanga Peninsula

Phoenix Tetuan Gas Station

July 16 - 17, 2019

March 14 - 26, 2019

Tagbilaran City, Bohol
National Highway, Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
Brgy. Pengue-Ryu, Tuguegarao City

National Road, Tabuc
Tacloban City

Phoenix Tablon Gas Station,

Cabian Maharlika Highway Brgy 95-A, Tacloban City

Bgy. Cabid-an Sorsogon City

Apopong, General Santos City

May 30 - 31, 2019
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The program was open to all public utility vehicle or PUV drivers
(jeepney, tricycle, bus and taxi drivers), AUV or express drivers, truck
drivers, driver-operators, entrepreneur/owners of vehicles, PUV
operators, government drivers, company drivers, private vehicle drivers,
family drivers, ex-overseas drivers who are presently working as drivers
or operators in the Philippines, and loyal Phoenix driver-customers.
To qualify, a nominee must be able to satisfy the following preselection requirements: must be a Filipino citizen; at least 21 years old,
male or female; must have a valid driver’s license; with vehicle properly
and presently registered with LTO; has passed the smoke emission
test of the LTO; does not have any traffic violation for a period of one
year; has not been involved in any vehicular accident/s; mentally
and physically fit and willing to attend the five-day training/workshop
(if chosen); resident in regions where the 12 designated Phoenix
Petroleum gas stations are located; and must be able to complete all
the information required in the nomination form.
To be shortlisted as a candidate for Pinoy Tsuper Hero, the driver
must possess the following characteristics measured in terms of the
subsequent qualifications:
1. Driver’s (Operator’s) Responsibility in taking care of the
environment and of the vehicle, in following infrastructure safety
(road safety and defensive driving), and in ensuring the safety of
the pedestrians and the community
• A registered driver
• No violations
• No complaints in the barangay
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• Regularly checks vehicle
• Has positive feedback from passengers
2. Driver’s (Operator’s) Care for the Family
• Driving is a major source of livelihood
• Was able to send children to school
• Must have own house
• Was able to provide for the other needs of the family
3. Driver’s (Operator’s) Entrepreneurial Spirit
• With past and existing entrepreneurial activities
• With future plans to start a business
4. Driver/Operator as a Model to Colleagues
• Clean looking
• Completely honest
• If an operator, with good programs for the drivers
A total of 12,014 nomination forms were gathered during
the information dissemination stage. Bayan Academy and ABSCBN Foundation, the program implementing partners, developed
a database wherein qualified nominees were automatically
determined after encoding all the pertinent information contained
in the nomination forms, including the pre-qualification criteria. The
summary below shows the number of nomination forms gathered
from each site.
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FINAL MONITORING REPORT - NO. OF NOMINATIONS
NUMBER

AREA/SITE

REGION

PHOENIX GAS STATION

ACTUAL NO. OF
NOMINATION FORMS RECEIVED

809

1

Tagbilaran City, Bohol

Region 7 - Central Visayas

Phoenix CPG North Ave Gas Station,

2

Calapan Mindoro

Region 4-B – MIMAROPA

Phoenix Calapan Gas Station, Brgy. Lalud

998

3

Tuguegarao City

Region 2 - Cagayan Valley

Phoenix Pengue Gas Station,

658

4

Ilocos Sur

Region 1 – Ilocos Region

Phoenix Bantay Gas Station, Bantay Ilocos Sur

5

Roxas City

Region 6 - Western Visayas

Phoenix Sabando Gas Station,

6

Tacloban

Region 8 – Eastern Visayas

Phoenix Naga Naga Gas Station,

7

Cagayan De Oro

Region 11 –Northern Mindanao

8

Cabadbaran City

Region 13 – CARAGA

Phoenix Cabadbaran 1 Gas Station,

9

GRAB

NCR

Circuit Makati

10

Sorsogon City

Region 5 – Bicol

Phoenix Sorsogon Gas Station,
Bgy. Cabid-an Sorsogon City

769

11

General Santos City

Region 12 - SOCCSKARGEN

Phoenix Sorsogon Gas Station,

622

12

Zamboanga City

Region 9 - Zamboanga Peninsula

Phoenix Tetuan Gas Station

805

Tagbilaran City, Bohol
National Highway, Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
Brgy. Pengue-Ryu, Tuguegarao City

688

Tacloban City

Cabian Maharlika Highway Brgy 95-A, Tacloban City
Purok 3 Lower Mabini, Cabadbaran City

687
653
3,517

Apopong, General Santos City

TOTAL
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1,150

National Road, Tabuc

Phoenix Tablon Gas Station,

658

12,0145
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PHASE TWO: TRAINING AND REGIONAL SELECTION
From the pool of qualified nominees per area, shortlisted candidates
were identified based on their answers to the open-ended questions,
their age, number of professional driving years, other sources of
income, contribution of wife to the family’s income, and number of
children sent to school. This process was repeated until a shortlist
of around 20 drivers was endorsed to Bayan Academy’s verification
team. The purpose of the verification was to validate the content of the
nomination form by personally interviewing the shortlisted applicants.
The verification team further validated the information through a series
of due diligence questions before ranking them accordingly. The process
also confirmed the nominee’s interpersonal skills, relationships with his/
her family, community/neighborhood, peers from their transport group
and company, and the condition of his or her vehicle through inspection.

PINOY TSUPER HERO YEAR 4 VERIFICATION TEAM
Charmaine Pineda • Mark Arcaya • Jennelyn Matamis
The verification team presented the results of the findings to the
Program Secretariat composed of representatives from Phoenix
Petroleum, AFI and Bayan Academy. The Secretariat deliberated on
the shortlisted candidates and ranked them based on the criteria and
documents provided. Assessment forms were provided to each member
of the Secretariat to make the screening process objective. The purpose
of the deliberation process was to ensure that the chosen winners truly
embody the character of a Pinoy Tsuper Hero. The Secretariat’s working
team (representatives from Phoenix, AFI and Bayan Academy) tabulated
the rankings after each deliberation to come up with the Top 30 (Top
3 Regional Winners per site). The Top 30 were invited to Manila for
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the Training and Awarding ceremony. A second set of reserved winners
were kept as back-up in case any of the top 3 per site could not make it
to the training.
The verification and secretariat screening were held on the following
dates:
NO.

AREA/ SITE

VERIFICATION SCHED

SECRETARIAT SCHED

1

Tagbilaran City, Bohol

July 9, 2019

July 30, 2019

2

Calapan Mindoro

July 23, 2019

July 30, 2019

3

Tuguegarao City

July 20, 2019

July 30, 2019

4

Ilocos Sur

July 27, 2019

August 6, 2019

5

Roxas City

July 27, 2019

August 6, 2019

6

Tacloban

August 1, 2019

August 6, 2019

7

Cagayan De Oro

August 1, 2019

August 6, 2019

8

Cabadbaran City

August 7, 2019

August 28, 2019

9

GRAB/NCR

August 11, 2019

August 28, 2019

Sorsogon City

August 7, 2019

August 28, 2019

10
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During the training, the five-day Pinoy Tsuper Hero Academy modules
were administered from Sept. 23 to 27, 2019 held at Privato Hotel in
Quezon City.
• Day 1 Module - Self Mastery or Lifelong learning skills for drivers,
Anger Management (Drivers as Ethical Individuals and Leaders) as
delivered by Bayan Academy
• Day 2 Module - Defensive Driving, Road Safety, Traffic Signs and
Road Pavements (Drivers as Protectors of People) as delivered
by National Center for Transportation Studies- University of the
Philippines and Best Practices in Maintenance as delivered by
Phoenix Petroleum
• Day 3 Module - Earth Warrior Training (Drivers as Environmental
Warriors) as delivered by ABS-CBN Foundation’s Bantay Kalikasan
at La Mesa Eco Park and the First Aid and Basic Life Support Lecture
and Demonstration as delivered by Red Cross Representative.
• Day 4 Module - The Process of Entrepreneurship (Drivers as Social
Entrepreneurs) and Developing their Community-Based Transport
Plan as delivered by Bayan Academy
• Day 5 Module - Presentation and Defense of Community Project Plans
Throughout the training, the participants were rated on their
participation, leadership, communication, assertiveness and
organization. The ranking and scores of the secretariats were not
carried over to the overall score and performance of the finalist in
Phase 2 (Five-day Training). The finalists were ranked and scored
based on his or her performance during the training and their proposed
community project plan. From the Top 30 semi-finalists in Phase 2,
only 10 drivers were selected to proceed to Phase 3 of the program or
the finals. A third round of screening will be done in Phase 3 in order to
choose the next Pinoy Tsuper Hero Award recipient.
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PROGRAM SELECTION COMMITTEE
Chairperson:
Gino Jeffrey Celerian, Phoenix Petroleum Philippines
Members:
• Paul Vincent Mercado, Central Marketing Head,
ABS-CBN Foundation
• Basil Ronald Soriao, Program Director, Bayan Academy

PHASE THREE: NATIONAL SELECTION
The Top 10 national finalists were given time for their proposed
community is pan improvement, practice and coaching. They were
also mentored on how to confidently present themselves and their
community plan to the National Selection Committee (NSC) and how to
properly answer the questions that would be posed to them. The NSC
judged them based on the presentation of the finalists as well as their
performance during the interview according to the following criteria:
A. Driver as a Tsuper Hero
• Being a role model and leader to colleagues
• Being responsible family member
• Being respectful to environment, law and enforcement, safety
of pedestrian and community
B. Driver’s Project Plan for Transport Community/Organization
• Relevance
• Magnitude
• Importance
• Urgency
• Doability
The highest score earner was then finally declared the 2019 Pinoy
Tsuper Hero.
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THE PTH AWARDS

MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCREENING COMMITTEE
Dr. Eduardo A. Morato, Jr.

President & Chairman
Bayan Academy for Social Entrepreneurship and Human Resource Development
Chairperson, National Selection Committee

Ms. Celina Matias, Vice-Chairperson

AVP for Brand and Marketing
Phoenix Petroleum Philippines
Co-Chairperson, National Selection Committee

TOP 1
NATIONAL
WINNER

Ms. Susana Rachel B. Afan

Managing Director
ABS-CBN Foundation
Co-Chairperson, National Selection Committee

Dr. Gerardine Josefina Sayo

Psychiatrist
Member, National Selection Committee

TOP 10
NATIONAL
WINNERS

TOP 10
NATIONAL
WINNERS

Mr. Mark Richmund De Leon

OIC-Undersecretary
Road Transport & Infrastructure Department of Transport (DOTr)
Member, National Selection Committee

TOP 30
REGIONAL
WINNERS

THE PTH TEAM (SECRETARIAT)
Phoenix Petroleum
Celina Matias, Head
Gino Jeffrey Celerian
Alexis Noveno
Jan Venix Gonzales
Mikha Mabulay

ABS-CBN Foundation
Paul Mercado, Head
Vic Hernandez
Hyle Mae Loneza
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Bayan Academy
Philip S. Felipe, Head
Basil Ronald Soriao
Mary Zaida Villanueva
Monica Sipalay

COMMUNITY PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION
FUNDS

• Php 145,000 cash prize (accumulated)
• One brand new unit of vehicle
• Php 50,000 worth of fuel and lubes products
• Php 1M worth of Family Accident Insurance
for one (1) year
• Official Phoenix Petroleum Ambassador
for one (1) year
• PTH Grand Trophy
• PTH Jersey Jacket
• Official Phoenix Petroleum Ambassador
for one (1) year

• Php 45,000 cash prize (accumulated)
• Php 15,000 worth of fuel and lubes products
• Php 250,000 worth of Family Accident Insurance
for one (1) year
• PTH Trophy
• PTH Certificate
• PTH Jacket and Polo Shirt

• Php 15,000 each
• PTH Medallion
• PTH Certificate
• Token
• Top 1 National Winner - Php 100,000 fund for
proposed community plan implementation
• Top 2 - Php 50,000 fund for proposed community
plan implementation
• Top 3 - Php 30,000 fund for proposed community
plan implementation
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The PTH Program Partners

Phoenix Petroleum Philippines, Inc. (PNX) is the leading independent
and fastest-growing oil company in the Philippines. Since its first
station in 2005 in the southern region of Davao, the Company has
expanded nationwide to build a wide network of retail stations and
commercial and industrial clients.
Phoenix Petroleum is engaged in the business of retail and commercial
sales and the trading of refined petroleum products and lubricants,
operation of oil depots, storage and transport services and integrated
logistics services. Its products and services are distributed and
marketed under the PHOENIX Fuels Life trademark.
The company’s operations include trading, terminaling and hauling
services. Under trading, PNX offers its refined petroleum products and
lubricants to retailers and commercial clients in various industries.
Phoenix Petroleum is a publicly-listed company on the Philippine Stock
Exchange since July 2007, the only oil company to do so since the Oil
Deregulation Law was passed in 1998.

The ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc. (AFI) is a socio-civic organization
of one of Asia's premiere broadcasting companies, ABS-CBN
Corporation. Fired by a vision of "creating a better world through
sustainable interventions”, it is heavily involved in public service
campaigns through programs in child welfare (Bantay Bata 163),
environment protection (Bantay Kalikasan and Kapit Bisig Para sa
Ilog Pasig), disaster risk reduction (Sagip Kapamilya), community
development and empowerment (Bayan ni Juan) and education
(Programa Genio). Guided by the values AFI & BAYAN Academy hold
in esteem – truth, service and common good, it champion causes for
the betterment of all.
For several decades, ABS-CBN Foundation, Inc. (AFI) has been
deeply involved in promoting Filipino values through life changing
interventions. Through AFI’s various projects, different sectors of
society have been brought together to bring about change in various
communities nationwide, particularly those in remote provinces.
Today, it has touched the lives of almost every Filipino in the country.

It is ranked 31st in the country’s Top 1,000 Corporations as of 2013.
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THROUGH THE SUPPORT OF

The Bayan Academy for Social Entrepreneurship and Human
Resource Development (BASE-HRD or Bayan Academy) is a social
development organization offering entrepreneurship, management
and education training programs and services for development
institutions, cooperatives, banks, academic institutions and micro and
small enterprises. At the same time, it also offers livelihood and skills
training courses.
Established in 2008, Bayan Academy grew out of the education and
training initiatives of the ABS-CBN Bayan Foundation (ABF). It was
registered with Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in January
2009 as a non-stock, non-profit educational subsidiary of ABF that
promotes the democratization of entrepreneurship and management
education in the country. More than a training facility, Bayan Academy
is a learning hub and laboratory for the development of new learning
methodologies and technologies in teaching entrepreneurship and
management, as well as innovative learning materials that cater to
the entrepreneurial poor. Bayan Academy is envisioned to become the
Center for Social Entrepreneurship, not only in the Philippines but in
Asia.
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With over 7,000 islands to cover and a widely diverse culture to cater to,
meeting the needs of the Filipino audience, whatever their background
or ethnicity, is a daunting endeavor. ABS-CBN’s Regional Network
Group (RNG), the largest, most expansive and most watched television
network outside of Metro Manila, is up to the task, relying on its strong
connections to its regional audiences and their storied history with
every local area it serves.
Apart from simulcasting Manila-produced ABS-CBN programs, RNG
creates rich provincial content that is much more relevant and much
more attuned to the needs and tastes of regional audiences. Each
major area produces its own local news program, magazine show,
morning infotainment, and game show.
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Other Sponsors
Our Partners in the Activation Phase
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Our Partners in Training

Our Partners in National
Selection
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